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Abstract 
 

In this current world technology going ahead day by day. As a part of emerging 

technology augmented reality (AR) getting importance in almost every sector and 

advertising sector is of them. As a new form of advertising, augmented reality (AR) 

drawn attention to the marketers. In this technological era, marketers bringing the new 

technology like AR to send brand and product information to the customer to build up 

a strong relation with them. Now a days, the percentage of the smart phone and 

devices gone up and almost every day people are using internet for various purposes 

for example: watching videos, social media and online shopping etc. Although, people 

likes interactive videos for fun and entertainment. So that, marketers got the 

opportunity to interact with the customers through AR advertising for building the 

strong relationship and communication.      

This research paper anticipated to examine the impact of the augmented realty (AR) 

advertising on customer engagement and user experience. As a part of research, this 

paper illustrated general AR characteristics also briefly discussed about the customer 

engagement and user experience with their sub dimensions. This research verified the 

relationship between changing customer attitude and customer engagement and user 

experience. Moreover, this research has pinpointed the impact of AR advertising on 

affective, cognitive and behavioural engagement. Also, verify the AR advertising 

Impact on pragmatic and hedonic quality of user experience. In addition, this research 

examined the relationship between customer attitude and customer engagement and 

user experience. Apart from that, this study discussed about the many consumer 

psychological factors like feelings, emotions, absorption and intention to sharing with 

others also highlighted how customer engagement and user experience affects pre 

purchase intention of product.   

Eventually, recommendation were given to future implication of the AR advertisement, 

which can help many companies in future. 

 

Keywords: Augmented Reality advertising, Augmented reality (AR), Customer 

Engagement, User Experience, Customer attitude. 
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Chapter 1 

 

1.0 Introduction: 
 

1.1 Background of the current topic: 
Digital advertisement industry is keep changing and adopting new technology and 

approach in order to fulfil the customer needs and wants. Advertising is the form of 

marketing communication that can be audio and visual to send the non-personal 

message to the target consumers about the product and services. Basics roles of the 

advertising in marketing is to draw attention of the target customers and promote the 

product to them. (Rogers and William, 1989). In terms of marketing advertising 

develop the public relation and it communicates through various mass media. There 

are various form or media of the advertisement in the marketing which includes 

traditional media, new media and digital media. More precisely, traditional media 

includes the television, radio, magazine, newspapers and any form of print media. On 

the other hand, new form of media like social media platform, blogging etc. However, 

now a days the advertising industry are more emphasising on the digital media rather 

than the any other platform. Advert makers and the company believes that, new 

generations and current marketers are concern about latest technology because it 

helps audience to think twice, influence to make purchase decision straightway. Latest 

form of technology in advertising includes Virtual and Augmented reality. For every 

successful business marketing and advertising tools play an essential roles. Now a 

days it is important for a marketers to know about the customers attitude towards the 

product as well consumer behaviour towards the product before it launch. In terms of 

the digital advertising marketers emphasising on the digital tools to promote their 

product and services. The main task of the digital advertising is to send a message to 

the final user of the product and create the perceive value. Therefore, final users of 

the product can make the decision as well as increase their purchase intension. For 

every marketers, it is very essential to know the psychology of the consumer as well 

the like and dislike of their product.    

Over the last years, augmented reality (AR) has become an interesting tools for the 

advertisement because marketers constantly trying to meet the customer demand for 

more experiential attraction rather than traditional marketing incentives. Since, 
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customers seen the product quality, fictional features and benefits (Schmitt, 1999), 

marketers showing interest to finding the news forms of the digital advertisement to go 

further than typical accepted features. The technology of the augmented reality 

connect the pictures and artificial information with the surrounding real world. This 

technology used to use for only in medicine and military purposes. Nevertheless, 

marketers in the current world found interest and starts using augmented reality (AR) 

technology as a tools and the form of the digital advertising. Also marketers has 

changed their perception about augmented reality as an useful advertisement tools, 

nice and comparatively less gimmick  (Sakr, 2011; McNeal, 2013; Handley, 2013; 

Woods, 2009). Marketers believes that, in the contemporary advertising and marketing 

augmented reality playing a vigorous role to create user experience. In the real 

environment AR inclined since only little part of virtual information will be embedded 

and added into the actual world. So that, with the real world AR increase the interaction 

and the perception of a users’ (Azuma, 1997). Eventually, extensive interest for a 

brand and public awareness will be generated (Juniper Research, 2011).    

In the recent world, mobile phone and smart devices became a very popular to the all 

generations, especially young generation. For the virtual marketing campaign and 

advertising this smart devices shows the value and profitable. Neilson (2012) state 

that, 50% of the mobile subscribers in the United States start using the smart device 

and smart phones. Similarly, Europe has the same data. The mobile phone and smart 

device subscribers in the United Kingdom and the Europe increasing day by day. The 

recent statistical report state that, in 2017 the smart phone subscribers in the UK was 

64.3% whereas tablet users was 56.4% (eMarketers.com, 2017). According to the 

Juniper research’s market researchers for the digital market, more than 2.5 billion 

augmented reality (AR) apps will be downloaded on the smart devices or phones by 

2018 per year (Bodhani, 2013). Thus, there is increasing number of the smart devices 

and mobile with the AR application, as a part of current topic in experts’ marketing 

communication strategies, AR marketing focusing and moved in to the marketer 

interest and developed.  Therefore, company like IKEA, TESCO, STARBUCKS, NIKE, 

and LECOSTE so on already launched their AR marketing campaign 

(eMarketers.com, 2017). 
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In this cross sectional and quantitative research AR advertising tested as the 

independent variable and shown its impact on the dependent variables, which is 

customer engagement and user experience. Although, this research tested the impact 

of the AR advertising on the changing customer attitude driven by the customer 

engagement and user experience. This research also verified the relationship between 

customer attitude and customer engagement and user experience. The reason of the 

verification was to check if AR advert have a positive impact to optimise customer 

engagement and enhance user experience, then both of the engagement and user 

experience variables influence to change customer attitude or not, in terms of making 

a pre purchase decision. This research also built conceptual framework to hypothesise 

the relationship between dependent and independent variables along with the 

dimensions.  

To identify, the AR advertising and it characteristics Holbrook (1982) and Azuma’s 

(1997) concept of AR advertising has been used for brief understanding. On the other 

hand, Solomon (2008) has used to identify the affective, cognitive and behavioural 

engagement. Eventually, Hassenzahl and Tractinsky (2007) concept used to identify 

the user experience dimensions such as Pragmatic and hedonic quality of experience. 

 

1.2 Objectives of the research: 
The main objective of this research is to examine the relationship between the 

independent variable AR and customer engagement and user experience. This 

research also need to verify the impact of AR advertising in order to optimise the 

customer engagement. As customer engagement it has the three dimension, which is 

affective, cognitive and behavioural engagement. It also need to verify the impact of 

AR advertising on each dimension. On the other hand, this research also need to test 

the AR advertisement influence on the enhancing user experience. In terms of 

enhancing user experience, researcher obtain to verify the impact and relationship of 

AR advertising on pragmatic and hedonic quality of user experience. Eventually, the 

impact of the AR advertisement on changing customer attitude which is driven by 

optimised customer engagement and enhanced customer experience aim to verify to 

get a better recommendation. 
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1.3 Rational of the research: 
The rationale of this survey research is to examine the impact of the AR advertising 

as an independent variable with the customer engagement and user experience as a 

dependent variable. Also, test the impact of AR advertisement on the charging 

customer attitude driven by the customer engagement and user experience. Since AR 

technology start using as a new technology and media of digital marketing, there was 

lack of research happened quantitatively. Also, in terms of optimising customer 

engagement and user experience through AR, there are still few research conducted. 

Eventually, this research aim to fulfil the gap of missing quantitative data, observe the 

relationship between variables from every angles and examine the impact on variables 

along with dimensions by building up the hypothesis and test it. 

 

1.4 Structure of the research: 
Structure of this research consist of the six chapters. Chapter number two name as 

the “literature review”. The literature review chapter consist the conceptual framework 

of the AR advertising and theoretical background of the AR Advertising, customer 

engagement, user experience, customer attitude and summery of the hypothesis. The 

chapter two named as “methodology” in this chapter research discussed how the 

research will be conducted. More precisely, methodology chapter consist research 

philosophy, research logic, method approach, research strategy, source of data, time 

horizon reliability and validity, also the method of analysis also appropriate 

methodology has been presented. The Chapter 4 named the “data analysis and 

findings. In this chapter researcher has discussed all the finding from the survey result 

and did statistical analysis. Especially, this chapter consist of the interpretation of 

statistical data and compare the variables with the each other. The chapter five named 

as discussion. In this chapter researcher discussed all the outcome of the research 

with the reflection of the literature review and implications. Eventually chapter five 

named as conclusion and recommendation. In this chapter researched concluded the 

chapter with own thought and discussed the managerial implication of the Augmented 

realty (AR) advertisement in the future. Also at the end of the chapter, the limitation of 
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the study has been discussed to avoid the error in the future research of the AR 

adverting.   

Chapter 2 
 

2.0 Literature review: 
 

2.1 Introduction: 
The main purpose of the literature review is to giving an overview to the reader of a 

topic or subject, which is already been researched, ascribing to the lengthy continuing 

dialogue in the literature and closely related to the topic Creswell, (2009). Based on 

the overview, in the existing research literature review expose the gap and in the 

particular research area it shows the importance of the own study as well (Jupp, 2006). 

Subsequently, literature review consider as a selective process, for the proposed 

research it is only identify and analysing the findings. On the other hand, it also 

demonstrate the author’s apprehension of the previous research and within the 

academic decision it helps to develop the research topics (Hart, 1998). 

Hence, this following chapter will give an overview of those research, which are 

already exist in the augmented reality (AR). Since, the effectiveness of the augmented 

reality in the advertising are going to be analyse and examined, also in context of the 

experiential marketing, the marketing and advertising concepts and outcomes like 

purchase intensions, consumer behaviour, customer engagement and satisfaction will 

be analysed and reviewed. According to this analysis, the research gap within the 

current research will be exposed and it will also show how the presented study assist 

the existing studies.    

 2.2 Augmented reality 
 

 2.2.1 The features and characteristics:  
Now a days augmented reality consider as a latest technology in the recent world. In 

the recent year, it also got the massive breakthrough. It has received much attention 

as a result of extensive uses and moved to actual application from theoretical 

framework. According to the Vallio (1998), - Augmented reality is the combination of 
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real world and virtual object and giving opportunity to audience to interact with this 

objects in real time,”   

It is also consider as a concept of the virtual reality (VR), in which user go into the 

computer based virtual environment. In contrast, as a part of the virtual environment 

AR categorised by integration and interaction with the real world as well as adding 

three dimensional form to AR (Cascales et al., 2013; Mullen, 2011). Augmented reality 

also described as latest computer technology created on the integration of sense, clips 

and images of the real environment with the virtual environment through 3D (three 

dimensional) graphics of computer, where the components control by the computer 

(Etmeezi, 2010). Similarly, Chen state that, AR as a technology integrates with the 

outside world with 3D virtual world and with the reality it allows user to simultaneously 

interact with the virtual objects (2006). On the hand, AR consider as form of technology 

that augment the real world through the components which is produced by the 

computer itself. AR also facilitates the seamless addition of digital contents to the real 

world users’ perception. 2D and 3D shape can be included in addition to, animation, 

audio, video and/or text. These augmentation to spread the individual knowledge and 

understanding about their surroundings.            

In contrast, Nowfall (2010) state that, AR as system that using special methods and 

systems to merge the virtual reality environment with the actual environment. For 

example, the landing pathway of aircraft or possibility of the lighting in the real airport 

or during surgery showing the surgeon virtual information which indicates him/her the 

area that must remove. Dunleavy and Dede (2006), -“state that, AR as technology 

allows a realistic synchronous integration of digital content from software or computer 

with the real world.”  Azuma (1997), has described the three characteristics of the AR 

which are follows: 

1. Combine real and virtual  

2. Registered in 3D (three dimensional graphics) 

3. In real time interactive 
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2.3 Conceptual framework of AR advertising: 

 

                           Figure1 conceptual Framework of AR advertising 

 

2.3.1 Optimising customer engagement: 
Customer engagement is one of the key part of relationship marketing. It creates 

relation and builds bridge between brands and customers. Now a days, marketing 

scholars and practitioners started to pay considerable attention to customer 

engagement concept. (Brodie et al. 2011b, Calder, Malthouse and Schaedel 2009; 

Scholer and Higgins 2009; Beatty, Vivek and Morgan 2012). Kumar et al notably 

mention that practitioners most of them are marketing researchers (2010). In terms of 

the customer engagement, there are numerous number research has been conducted 

in several discipline, such as psychology (McKay, Avery and Wilson 2007, Bakker et 

al 2007), education (Blumenfeld, Fredrick and Paris 2004, Davis, Lutz and Guthre, 

2006), management (Coffman, Harter and Fleming, 2005) and information system 

(Wagner and Majchrzak 2007, Erat et al 2006). Across the diverse discipline and 

marketing a number of authors drawn together numerous definition and 

conceptualisation of the customer engagement concept (Brodie et al. 2011b, Mollen 

and Wilson 2010, Beatty, Vivek and Morgan 2012).      

According to the Beatty, Vivek and Morgan (2012, p133), -“the strength participation 

of an individual’s in and association with an organisation offering and/or activities of 

the organisation, which either organisation initiate or the customer. In terms of 

customer engagement (computer-mediated or online entities), Mollen and Wilson 
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state that, -“the customers affective and cognitive commitment with the brand for an 

active relationship personified by computer mediated entities or any website designed 

communicate the brand value. It is categorised by sustained cognitive processing and 

the dimension of dynamics and satisfying the experiential value and instrument value. 

On the other hand, Brodie et al (2011b, p260) state that, customer engagement is a 

psychological state that follows by co-creative customer experience and interactive 

with a focal object/agent (e.g. brand) in focal service relationship. In context of the 

customer-brand engagement, Hollebeek (2011. P.790) mentioned that, Customer 

brand engagement is the level of brand related, motivational and context dependent 

state of mind categorised by explicit level of emotional, cognitive and behavioural 

activities in terms of brand interaction. Similarly, in context of advertisement and media 

engagement, customer engagement consider as a multi-dimensional concept which is 

combine with various element such as interaction, attention, dialogue, sensorial 

pleasure, emotion and immediate activation to create the total brand experience with 

customers  (Gambetti, Grafigna and Biragi, 2012, p. 668). However, Scholer and 

Higgins (2009), state that, the meaning of customer engagement is being occupied, 

involved, engrossed or fully absorbed in something such as sustain attention and for 

a repulsion force or particular attraction creating the consequences. 

For the above disscussion, it is notable that, there is a many more useful definition of 

customer engagement or perspective has exist which is widely using in terms of 

marketing. As to the nature of customer engagement, there is number of agreements 

and disagreement are evident from the conceptualisation. It is very notable and 

interesting that, to hold verifying the views and selecting as a concept the marketing 

have difficulty in deciding. From the above definition it is understandable that, all the 

authors provided definition of   customers engagement from different perspective such 

as general customer engagement (Beatty, Vivek and Morgan 2012), customer brand 

engagement (Hollebeek 2011). Some author only focused on advertisement/media 

brand engagement (Gambetti, Grafigna and Biragi, 2012), on the other hand, more 

author largely consider customer engagement to represent connection and individual 

interaction with brand or even offering activities of an organisation (Beatty, Vivek and 

Morgan 2012).                      
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It is interesting that there is lot of similarity and dissimilarity exist across the 

researchers, first of all it is consider to be a connection, interaction and experience 

between the subject (customer) and objects ( website or brand), and other activities 

(Mollen and Wilson 2010) with experiential natures (Calder, Malthouse and Schaedel 

2009) which is heavily focused by several researchers. In contrast, Brodie et al 

(2011b), mentioned customer engagement as a psychological state of motivational 

idea. In addition, Gambetti, Grafigna and Biragi, (2012), mentioned Customer 

engagement is multi-dimensional which has two dimension such as experiential 

dimension and social dimension. Similarly, Beatty, Vivek and Morgan (2012) as result 

of their study identified five conceptual dimension of the customer engagement such 

as Awareness (being conscious about consuming knowledge), Enthusiasm (strong 

excitement), interaction (feelings), activity (offering programme to the engaged) and 

extraordinary experience (process and sense of newness of perception). In addition, 

many researchers disagreed with this multi-dimensional construct. However, 

Hollebeek (2011), found customer engagement seems to be context specific (brand 

or organisation perspective verses online) when she comparing the dimensions found 

by others. Her qualitative research indicates three comprehensive themes such as 

immersion (absorbed in), activation (willingness to interact with brand) and passion 

(adoration and love).  

The purpose of this research is not resolved the debate of different researchers but 

applying a reasonable understanding about research objective that if “AR technology 

in advertising can optimise the customer engagement.” For this variable researcher 

adopted some factors or dimension from above research to measure outcome 

variable. After this discussion, there is an assumption that could be a hypothesis: 

 

H0: AR advertising has no significant impacts on optimising customer engagement. 

H1: AR advertising has significant impacts on optimising customer engagement. 
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Dimension of the optimising customer engagement: adopted from Hollebeek (2011), 

  

 

Figure 2 

According to the Hollebeck (2011), customer engagement has three dimension those 

are affective engagement, cognitive engagement and behavioural engagement. 

Those are discussed below. 

2.3.1.1 Affective engagement: 
Affective engagement is consider to be dimension of the customer engagement that 

captures the enduring and summative level emotions which is experienced by a 

customer with respect to their engagement (Calder et al 2013). Author also state that, 

it is not the one off feelings rather emerges through recurrent and long lasting feelings. 

Theoretically many researchers agreed that affective engagement as dimension of the 

customer engagement optimise the customer engagement (Hollebeck 2011) via 

traditional advertising media. However, it is still not clear practically whether it is really 

increasing engagement through advance technology advertisement like AR. To 

measure the optimising customer engagement as a dependent variables of AR 

advertising, affective engagement (Hollebeck 2011), considering as a measurement 
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scale. This affective engagement has two sub dimension those called enjoyment and 

enthusiasm (Hollebeck 2011).  

2.3.1.1.1 Enthusiasm:  

Regarding the sub dimension affective engagement enthusiasm measure the intrinsic 

level of interest and excitement (Calder et al 2013). In terms of engagement it is going 

to test that, the enthusiasm increase the intrinsic level of interest and excitement to 

reflect engagement through AR advertising. 

2.3.1.1.2 Enjoyment: 

As a sub dimension of the affective engagement enjoyment measure the customers 

feeling of happiness and pleasure, regarding the focus engagement that is derived 

from the interactions. In terms of engagement it is going to verify that, enjoyment 

increase the level of happiness and pleasure through AR advertising.  

After that discussion, it is need to check that whether AR has impact on customer 

engagement or not. Hypothesis can be: 

 

H0a: AR advertising has no significant impacts on customer’s affective engagement. 

H1a: AR Advertising has significant impacts on customer’s affective engagement. 

 

2.3.1.2 Cognitive engagement:  

Cognitive engagement is of the key dimension of the customer engagement, which is 

consider to be a set of active metal state and enduring that a customer experienced 

relating to focal object of their engagement (Hollebeck 2013; Mollen and Wilson 2010). 

Authors also state that, cognitive engagement itself had two sub dimension such as 

Attention and absorption. In terms of the advertising it is believed by many researchers 

that it increase the level of the cognitive engagement. Quantitatively it is still not clear 

in terms of the AR advertising due to lack of research. 

2.3.1.2.1 Attention 

Attention consider to be a cognitive ability (Hollebeck 2013; Mollen and Wilson 2010) 

which is voluntarily dedicated to create an interaction with consumer through 

advertisement (Nambisan and Baron 2007). For a focus of engagement, it is a 

cognitive ability to being attentive and count the amount of time spent to think about 
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(Hollebeck 2013). In terms of advertising it measure how much time consumer takes 

to see the advert attentively and how much time they can spend maximum.  However, 

in terms of AR advertisement it is need to verify.  Regarding the engagement it is going 

to verify the attentiveness of the customers while watching AR advert toward a brand.  

2.3.1.2.2 Absorption  

For the focal object it is noted to be a level of consumer’s immersion and concentration 

(Hollebeck 2013; Mollen and Wilson 2010). It is measurement of involvement/ non-

involvement and feeling connected, recalling the memories and also awareness in 

customers engagement through advertisement. In terms of AR advertisement it is also 

hypothesised to verify.      

After that discussion, it is need to check that whether AR has impact on customer 

engagement or not. Hypothesis can be: 

 

H0b: AR advertising has no significant impacts on customer’s cognitive engagement. 

H1b: AR advertising has significant impacts on customer’s cognitive engagement. 

 

2.3.1.3 Behavioural engagement  
The manifestation of the behavioural beyond purchase, towards a focus of 

engagement, consider as results of the motivational drivers (Hollebeck 2013; Mollen 

and Wilson 2010). More precisely, this engagement insist consumer to know about the 

product or service in details. According to the Hollebeck (2013), it has two sub 

dimension such as learning and sharing. In the basic advertisement it increase the 

level of customer engagement. Now it is going to verify on in terms of the AR 

advertising.    

 2.3.1.3.1 Learning  
Learning as sub dimension of the engagement provide the content, information, 

experience and idea of the advertisement (Wang and Calder 2009) if customer 

seeking. However, it is going to be validate in terms of the AR advertising for this 

thesis.    
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2.3.1.3.2 Sharing  
For the focus engagement sharing is the act of providing information, experience and 

idea of the brand through advertising to consumer (Wang and Calder 2009). In the 

case of Ar advert it is still not sure practically. So that, it is also going to be validate in 

terms of the AR advertising for this thesis.    

After that discussion, it is need to check that whether AR has impact on customer 

engagement or not. Hypothesis can be: 

 

H0c: AR advertising has no significant impacts on customer’s conative engagement. 

H1c: AR advertising has significant impacts on customer’s conative engagement. 

 

2.3.2 Consumer attitude toward brand: 
Consumer attitude is one of the most popular and critical research topic in terms of 

advertising and marketing. It also consider to be an advantage and obstacle to a 

marketer. While making the advertising/marketing strategy if marketers choosing to 

ignore or discount the consumer attitude it guarantees limited success of the 

advertising campaign. In contrast, by prediction of the consumer behaviour, perceptive 

marketers leverage their understanding. For the two main reason it became popular 

in the marketing/advertising strategy, first of all, useful in consumer behaviour 

prediction (Mitchell and Olson 1981) and secondly, for the study of attitude there are 

several theoretical framework available from the social psychology researchers (Eagly 

and Chaiken 1993), thereby enabling research on this essential construct.  

Solomon (2008), state that,-“consumer attitude believe to be a general evaluation of 

service or product as term of the marketing and advertisement.” On the other hand, 

Lars Parner (2010) mentioned attitude satisfies personal motives at the same time 

affects buying and shopping habits of a consumer. Researcher also state that, in 

context of marketing, consumer attitude simply consider as the feeling, belief and 

behavioural intension towards brand or some objects  Lars Parner (2010). Moreover, 

consumer can describe about belief or feeling positive and negatively both way 

towards a service or product. Some researchers believe that, behavioural intension is 

a result or completely related to the consumer feeling and belief (positive/negative) 
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(Oskamp & Schultz, 2005, p. 8). They also state that, consumer attitude is relatively 

persistent. In terms of the marketing, attitude using as a filter to which service or 

product to be examined. 

2.3.2.1 Customer Attitude with User Experience: 
In terms of the consumer attitude many researcher and author described a lot of 

function, model and conceptual theories of the customer attitude. According to the 

Denial Katz (1937), functional theory of the attitude is consider to be an explanation of 

functional motives of the consumer attitude (Solomon, 2008). Katz develop his 

theories in the four function and each function helps to describe the purpose and 

source of the customer attitude. Towards changing a customer attitude, understanding 

the customer attitude purpose is the imperative step (Solomon, 2008). In contrast, Katz 

mentioned attitude as a social psychology, especially the subjective or ideological side 

of the men, only to satisfy the function customer attitude exist (Katz, 1937). Those 

functional models are defined in four category such as The Utilitarian function (based 

on pain/pleasure, ethical theory and produce happiness), The Value Expressive 

function (basing on central value or self-concept), The Ego Defensive function (based 

on self-image), The Knowledge function (based on the real market statistics and fact 

based comparison). In terms of the advertising campaign utilitarian or value expressive 

function are commonly seen measure the consumer attitude and the behaviour (Sirgy, 

1991).  

After that discussion, it is need to check that whether customer attitude has relation in 

order to enhance user experience or not. Hypothesis can be: 

 

H0: Customer Attitude has no significant relation to enhance customer’s user experience.  

H1: Customer Attitude has significant relation to enhance customer’s user experience. 

 

2.3.2.2 Customer Attitude with Customer engagement: 
According to Zinkhan and Fornell (1989), there are different models which is widely 

known as The Hierarchy of Effects. This model consist of two components high 

involvement/standard hierarchy low involvement of hierarchy. In other case, there is 

another concept of consumer attitude mentioned by Novak (2010), which is called 
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social judgement theory. Basically this theory compares the consumer’s current 

information to previous notion to change the attitude. However, the most advanced 

concept of were mentioned by the Shaughnessy, (2010) that is Semantic Clustering 

(analyse and predict customer attitude). In addition, ELM (elaboration likelihood 

model) of changing customer attitude consider to one of the popular theory for the 

marketing and advertisement (Petty & Cacioppo, 1981).   In their study of Elaborate-

likelihood Model (ELM) Cacioppo and Petty elaborated that the model should clarify 

and define how the customers observe and process the information provided through 

the marketing communication elements. They observed customers as an affective 

deciders dealing with persuasive appeals also as an evaluators of information. Based 

on the level of elaboration in on hand receivers who basically inclined by emotional 

appeals will follow the Cacioppo and Petty “Peripheral Route”. On the other side, 

customers who basically influenced more by contents and arguments will follow the 

“Central Route” (Cacioppo & Petty, 1984). Nonetheless, this route is completely 

different the each other’s. They are not “two mutually exhaustive and exclusive types” 

of a message processing (Petty & Cacioppo, 1984 P.673). However, the ABC 

(affective, behavioural/conative and cognitive) model of the changing customer 

attitude is more clear, understandable and widely used for the Advertising strategy 

(Solomon, 2008). This model has the three component such as Affective Components, 

Behavioural components and Cognitive components. This model highlights the 

relationship between feeling, knowing and doing (Solomon, 2008). It very essential to 

know about the customer point of view, their feeling and act of action about product 

and services. In terms of AR advertising, to measure the outcome variable changing 

attitude ABC model perfectly appropriate because each component has the sub 

component to measure the relationship and they are related to each other. 

After that discussion, it is need to check that whether Customer Attitude has relation 

with customer engagement or not. Hypothesis can be: 

 

H0: Customer Attitude has no significant relation to optimise customer engagement. 

H1: Customer Attitude has significant relation to optimising customer engagement. 
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  Figure 3: customer attitude and sub dimensions adapted from (Solomon, 2008) 

 

2.3.2.3 Cognitive components of attitude:  
It is of the dimension of the consumer attitude. This dimension indicate the individual’s 

belief or thought of a product, service or objects. Cognitive dimension is considered to 

be an evaluation of the entity which is consist of an individual’s opinion (belief/ 

disbelief) and thought towards the brand (Homer, 2006). Author also state that   It is 

also consist of the perception and knowledge developed by a combination of the direct 

experience with interrelated information and attitude object from numerous source. 

The sub dimensions of the cognitives components are given bellow.        

2.3.2.3.1 Thought and belief 
 Grenier and Stadler (2009), state that, the entire structure of belief of a brand 

epitomise the attitude’s cognitive components towards the service or product. In terms 

of the AR advertisement it is need to find out about consumers pre purchase 

perception about the service and product directly or indirectly impacted. 

2.3.2.3.2 Knowledge 
According to the Homer (2006), knowledge is the sub dimension of the cognitive 

components which can give the information or additional information about brand. In 

terms of the AR advertisement it is need to verify whether the advert is informative or 

not to measure the dimension by hypothesis.     
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2.3.2.4 Affective components of attitude 
Affective components also consider as the emotional components of the attitude. 

Emotion normally defining in a various way (Cohen, Pham, & Andrade, 2008; Scherer, 

2005). According to the theory of components, affective components consist of feeling 

pleasure, cognitive appraisal, and psychological reaction and so on (Russell, 2003; 

Scherer, 2001). Emotion can be trigger from two direction (O’Neill & Lambert, 2001; 

White & Yu, 2005). It has a sub dimension given bellow. 

2.3.2.1.1 Feeling 
Generally, feeling can be positive or negative in both way. Positive emotion can be 

measured favourable features and negative is assessed unfavourable features 

(Bagozzi,Gopinath, & Nyer, 1999; Mano, 2004). Consumer are persuaded to make 

their purchase decision by minimising by the probability of experiencing the negative 

feelings (Lerner, Han, & Keltner, 2007; Schwarz, 2000). 

Now in the field of AR advertising, research has focused on the consumers’ emotional 

feelings or attachment toward brand by AR advert (Vincent, 2005). Moreover, Kolsaker 

& Drakatos, (2009) state that, only emotional attachment can bring the potential 

benefits for the brand. Regarding the AR advertising, feeling going to measure by 

positive and negative emotion, happy/annoying, good/bad, motivated/demotivated 

and so on.  

2.3.2.5 Behavioural components of Attitude: 
Behavioural components consider to be an individual’s tendency in respond to certain 

manner towards brand or product. Actual behaviour may include the cognitive 

components as well (Russell, 2003; Scherer, 2001). In terms of the marketing and 

advertising it is related to be purchase intention also called behavioural intension. 

Brand to friend, Series of activity and purchase would reflect on attitude’s behavioural 

components.  

2.3.2.5.1 Purchase intention 
Purchase intension is also called to be individuals buying tendency or action (Bagozzi 

et al. 1979; Ostrom 1969) also distinct from attitude. Because attitude represent 

summery of product evaluation. However, intention work as motivation driven by 

attitude (Eagly and Chaiken 1993, p. 168). In this paper, it is need to examine that AR 

advertisement change the consumer attitude by behavioural tendency also examine 
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the positive purchase intension as a behavioural action after feeling and belief. To 

measure this sub dimension it is need to verify that after enjoying and experiencing 

the AR advert, consumers actually showing the to buy or not.      

2.3.3 Enhancing user experience 
User experience consider as interaction process between the audience and the world 

which is exists in human mind also generated through new interaction and this process 

is also called as intangible process (Davis, 2003). The interaction may create various 

types of experience such as sensual, cognitive, physical, aesthetic and emotional 

(Forlizzi & Battarbee, 2004). User experiences defined as a strange phenomenon 

which is eagerly adopted by HCI (Human-computer-interaction). For the user 

interaction with the service and product, user experience (UX) takes a comprehensive 

perception. Desmet, Porcelijn, and Dijk (2007), sate that -to establish an emotional 

appealing relationship between users and service or product, user experience (UX) 

moves beyond usability (i.e. satisfactory interaction, effective and efficient). Over the 

past year many research has been conducted to find out form, framework, category 

and dimension of this user experience. The international organisation of the 

standardisation (1998) state that, user experience is a response and perception of a 

person that is result from the use and/or the predicted the use of the service or product 

system. In compare, Hassenzahl and Tractinsky (2007), defined user experience (UX) 

as consequence of users internal state (mood, perception, predispositions, needs and 

motivation), the perspective (environment) of interaction occurs (social/organisational 

settings, voluntariness of uses and significance of the activity) and the design system 

characteristics (usability, functionality, complexity and purpose). 

Many researcher and author measured and scaled the user experience from different 

perspectives and context such as online shopping, retails, web based advertising, 

gaming etc. they also established and conceptualised many dimension and factors of 

the user experience. Moreover, all the dimensions are differs from different 

perspective. In many research the variety of components (Davis, 2003) mentioned 

with the interactive product and service as part of the user experience. On the other 

hand, Desmet and Hekkert (2007) noted that- UX has three components in terms of 

the product experience which includes 1. Aesthetic experience (sensory modality) 2. 

Experience of meaning (symbolic or personal importance of a product) and emotional 

experience (joy/anger). In contrast, some research about retailing described about two 
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dimension of the user experience which is entertaining of the shopping experience 

and the utilitarian dimension (Lewison, 1997; Westbrook & Black, 1985). This both 

dimension stress on the optimising the utility and efficiency toward shopping 

entertainment. This shopping experience also categorised into four separate factors 

those are 1. Ambient factors 2. Design factors 3. Social factors 4. Situational factors 

(Reid & Brown, 1996). In contrast, some of the researchers mentioned users’ 

experience embedded in a situation of specific interaction. That use of context divided 

in to the 3 dimensions those are 1.Situational 2.Cultural and 3. Social (Forlizzi and 

Ford 2000; Crilly, Moultrie, and Clarkson 2004; Krippendorff 2005; Locher, Overbeeke, 

and Wensveen 2009; Robert and Lesage 2011)      

Nevertheless, Hassenzahl (2007) defined the diversity of the user experience based 

on the pragmatic (goal oriented), hedonic (action oriented) and characteristics of the 

product.  Hassenzahl (2007) also identified the three qualities of the product which can 

generate a positive hedonic user experience. Those are stimulation of the product, 

identification of the product and evocation of the product. In compare to Hassenzahl 

(2007), user experience is an entire impression that a product or service create on the 

audience not only the snapshot current usage. More precisely, it is consider as a 

judgement of the user starts before using, touching and feeling the service. In addition, 

before and after using the product or service the change of impression is transmits.  

After that discussion, it is need to check that whether AR has impact on user enhancing 

user experience or not. Hypothesis can be: 

 

H0: AR advertising has no significant influence to enhance customer’s user experience.  

H1: AR advertising has significant influence to enhance customer’s user experience. 

 

 

For this research as user experience as a dependent variable of the AR advertising is 

going to measure by Hassenzahl (2007) dimensions and measurement scale.      
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Figure: 4 

2.3.3.1 Pragmatic Quality: 
 

 Pragmatic quality is of the dimension of the user experience. By the users pragmatic 

attributes shows the perceived usability (Schaik and Ling, 2008). It is called as usability 

because it is related to the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction of the user 

experience (Butler, 1996). Om the other side, Norman (2004) state that, meanwhile 

usability facet of user experience covers the narrow opportunity of user experience, it 

is not scrutinised as a criterion to assess user experience. The features of the service 

or product may include usability, size weigh, symbol, function, usefulness and 

aesthetic may impact user experience. In relation to the potential task, pragmatic 

quality includes in ration of those interactions that highlight the usability and utility of 

the product and service (Hassenzahl 2007). In terms of the AR advertising it is need 

to examine that, by revealing more information about product and services it enhances 

user experience then a product or service advertisement without AR, which 

consequences in higher user experience during the purchase, facilitate the decision 

making (Kim and Forsythe, 2008a, 2008b)  and decrease the consumer anxiety 

(Huang and Hsu-Liu, 2014).  Pragmatic quality divided into three sub dimension which 

discussed below. 
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• Perspicuity:   

Perspicuity consider as one of the part of pragmatic dimension. this sub 

dimension measure the understandable/non-understandable about using 

product or services, easiness o get familiar with the product or services, 

easy/complicated, clear/confusing (Hassenzahl 2007).   

• Efficiency: 

Efficiency is another sub dimension of the pragmatic quality. For the user 

experience it measures possibility of the using product and service in a 

fast/efficient way (Hassenzahl 2007). For example: doses the AR advertising to 

fast and efficient to provide understanding about product or services. 

• Dependability:  

During AR interaction does users feeling control? Dependability measure the 

user experience by some items which is predictable/ unpredictable, secure/not 

secure, supportive/obstructive, meeting expectation/does not meet 

expectation.     

 

After that discussion, it is need to check that whether AR has impact on user enhancing 

Pragmatic quality of user experience or not. Hypothesis can be: 

H0a: AR advertising has no significant influence on pragmatic quality of the customer’s user 

experience 

H1a: AR advertising has significant influence on pragmatic quality of the customer’s user 

experience 

 

2.3.3.2 Hedonic Quality  
Hedonic quality one of the dimension of the user experience it involves emotional 

reaction (Hassenzahl and Tractinsky, 2006; Norman, 2004). More precisely, hedonic 

quality attributes consist of the subjective, non-instrumented and to support the user 

feelings it is related to the perceived ability of the product. Researcher also state that, 

hedonic quality of provides the pleasure towards users. In terms of the AR advertising, 

AR may affect the user experiences also affect the hedonic quality as a result it is 

facilitating many emotional benefits (Kim and Forsythe, 2008b). The value of the 

hedonic quality giving opportunity to user for sharing the experience on the social 
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media or any form of media, consequently increase playfulness (Huang and Hsu-Liu, 

2014). Still, the impact of AR advertising on hedonic quality can diverge depending on 

whether experience reflect on social reference or enjoyment.     

• Stimulation: 

Stimulation providing the anew impression and opportunity about novel and 

challenging product or service to the users (Hassenzahl 2007).  In general, it 

provide high stimulation that is fun, new and interesting way of interaction with 

the advertisement (Hassenzahl 2007).   For this research it is need to examine 

whether AR advertisement providing the high stimulation or not in terms of 

enhancing customer experience by interesting interaction, fun and new way. It 

will measured by AR advert whether exiting/boring, valuable/inferior, 

motivating/demotivating, and interesting/not interesting 

   

• Novelty: 

Novelty consider as sub dimension of the hedonic quality. Novelty consider to 

be a creativity for the advert.in create impression about the service or the 

product to the users as unique, divergent and unexpected (Batra, Myers, and 

Aaker 1996; Belch and Belch 2004; Wells, Burnett, and Moriarty 2003). In terms 

of AR advertising it is need to examine that the design and layout of the AR ads 

weather creative and unique or not. Are people going to experience it again and 

again or not? To measure this some items will be used for example: inventive / 

conventional, usual / leading edge, conservative / innovative and creative / dull.      

   

2.3.3.3 Characteristics of product and services 
 

• Attractiveness  

It is consider as the overall impression of the product. It also consider as a scale 

that pure dimension of valence. It measure like or dislike about product or 

service features. It is part of the user experience which leads both pragmatic 

and hedonic quality (Hassenzahl 2007). In terms, of the AR advertising it is also 

going to verify that that advert is likeable or dislikeable, pleasant/not pleasant, 

friendly/not friendly and attractive/ not attractive.   
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After that discussion, it is need to check that whether AR has impact on user enhancing 

hedonic quality of user experience or not. Hypothesis can be: 

 

H0b:  AR advertising has no significant influence on Hedonic quality of the customer’s user 

experience.  

H1b: AR advertising has significant influence on hedonic quality of the customer’s user 

experience. 
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2.4 Hypothesis Test Summary: 

To check the significant relationship between the independent and dependent 

variables, Null hypothesis has chosen. That means there is so significant relationship 

exist between both variables. 

Hypothesis test 

AR ads with Customer engagement:  

H0: AR advertising has no significant impacts on optimising customer engagement. 

H1: AR advertising has significant impacts on optimising customer engagement. 

 

H0a: AR advertising has no significant impacts on customer’s affective engagement. 

H1a: AR Advertising has significant impacts on customer’s affective engagement. 

H0b: AR advertising has no significant impacts on customer’s cognitive 

engagement. 

H1b: AR advertising has significant impacts on customer’s cognitive engagement. 

H0c: AR advertising has no significant impacts on customer’s conative engagement. 

H1c: AR advertising has significant impacts on customer’s conative engagement. 

 

AR ads with Customer user experience: 

 H0: AR advertising has no significant influence to enhance customer’s user 

experience.  

H1: AR advertising has significant influence to enhance customer’s user experience. 

 

H0a: AR advertising has no significant influence on pragmatic quality of the 

customer’s user experience 
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H1a: AR advertising has significant influence on pragmatic quality of the customer’s 

user experience 

H0b:  AR advertising has no significant influence on Hedonic quality of the 

customer’s user experience.  

H1b: AR advertising has significant influence on hedonic quality of the customer’s 

user experience. 

 

Customer Attitude with customer Engagement: 

H0: Customer Attitude has no significant relation to optimise customer engagement. 

H1: Customer Attitude has significant relation to optimising customer engagement. 

 

H0a: Customer Attitude has no significant relation with customer’s affective 

engagement. 

H1a: Customer Attitude has significant relation with customer’s affective 

engagement. 

H0b: Customer Attitude has no significant relation with customer’s cognitive 

engagement. 

H1b: Customer Attitude has significant relation with customer’s Cognitive 

engagement 

H0c: Customer Attitude has no significant relation with customer’s Behavioural 

Engagement. 

H1c: Customer Attitude has significant relation with customer’s Behavioural 

Engagement. 

Customer Attitude with User Experience: 

H0: Customer Attitude has no significant relation to enhance customer’s user 

experience.  
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H1: Customer Attitude has significant relation to enhance customer’s user 

experience. 

 

H0a: Customer Attitude has no significant relation with pragmatic quality of the 

customer’s user experience 

H1a: Customer Attitude has significant relation with pragmatic quality of the 

customer’s user experience 

H0b:  Customer Attitude has no significant relation with Hedonic quality of the 

customer’s user experience.  

H1b: Customer Attitude has significant relation with hedonic quality of the 

customer’s user experience. 

**There is no significant relation exist. 

2.5 Summery of the literature review: 
Since the usage of the smart phone apps and social media increasing day by day, in 

terms of marketing and advertising AR apps and technology taking place to attract 

final users to buy and increase the buying intention for the product. At the beginning 

AR technology introduced to use for the military, engineering and the medical 

purposes. Lately, it drawn attention to the marketers in terms of marketing and as an 

advertising tools. Traditional form of advertisement are running from long ago, 

however marketers now feeling the need and demand of changing that form to 

increase customer experience, optimise the customer engagement and change 

attitude towards brand. Very few research has been conducted in this field so far. Most 

of the research has conducted in qualitative way with focus group interview. However, 

quantitatively so far no research been conducted to measure the independent variable 

AR advertising with the dependent variables increase customer experience, optimise 

the customer engagement and change attitude towards brand. For this research, 

author going to do the hypothesis to be test for each dimensions and sub dimensions 

of the dependent variables. For that reason the conceptual framework has created. 

Later on this research will show the reliability and validity of the each dimension.       
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Chapter 3  
 

3.0 Research methodology 

 

3.1 Introduction: 
To get the evidences and facts of the subject and clear, accurate measurement of the 

things research methods helping as a tools (Denscombe, 2007). In addition, 

methodology consider as framework which is associated with a certain set of 

paradigmatic assumption that is using to conduct research, for instance ethnography, 

action research and scientific method that suits the research purpose and reflects on 

the purpose of the research (O’Leary, 2004). For the selection of the research design 

methodology section provides justification, within the scope of study the procedure 

and method system derive to solve different problems and interpret. On the other side, 

Bryman and bell (2008) defined that the research and its methodology detached from 

the social science however, it connect the several viewpoints about social reality 

natures and how it must be examined (Bryman, 2008). That why all the section of the 

methodology such as research philosophy, logic, approach and strategy depends and 

intertwine with each other (Saunders, 2009). Henceforth, following methodology of this 

research first exhibited the research design which presents the framework for survey 

covering topic such as research objectives, problem, research question and 

hypothesis. Secondly, research philosophy, logic, approach and strategy has been 

presented. Eventually, sampling method, design, choice of data and sampling size for 

the validity and reliability presented to complete the chapter of the methodology. 

3.2 Research design: 
In terms of the research design, there are more than one characteristic available for 

any sort of research (citation). They are explanatory, exploratory, descriptive, 

prediction, evaluation and history. In terms of their nature, they are not similar to each 

other. Three of them are highly use for researches, those are explanatory, exploratory 

and descriptive. To formulate a problem and for clear investigation exploratory 

research conducts. This research are discovers thought and ideas, unstructured in 

process also using non-probability sampling. Whereas, descriptive research describe 

and explore the group or individual’s situation, also they are rigid in design, structured 

in process and using probability sampling. However, explanatory research is pre 
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planned and structured in design also use to observe the relationship and cause and 

effects between the variables with observational style. Therefore, for this AR 

advertising research, researcher chosen the explanatory design because this 

research need to observe the significant relationship has exists between the variables 

or not by hypothesis test.   

 

 

Figure 5: Research Opinion (adapted from Google) 

 

3.3 Research philosophy: 
Research philosophy has cleared up due to set the research into the correct 

framework. The research philosophy shows the important part of the research since 

personal assumption and value has influence on the research and additionally 

underpin the method and strategy (Saunders, 2009). Consequently, research 

philosophy clarifies the nature and development of the knowledge and it is divided into 

two categories such as ontology and epistemology. In terms of the ontology, it 

represent the nature of reality. At this point either a subjective (interpretive) or objective 

(positivist) approach can be chosen. In terms of the subjective approach of the 

research it is consider as the view of the reality which is being socially constructed 

(Saunders, 2009). More precisely, the information nature based on the observation 
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and varying the interpretation of each human being of the surrounding world and thus 

dependent on the social actors. However, for this research objective (positivist) 

approach has chosen since AR advertising has been surveyed as a reality also 

detached from the interpretation of the each customer. Although, the emotional 

attraction and perception varies from customer to customers and those two naturally 

not same for everyone. Generally, the current research survey asked more about the 

influencing factors of the AR advertising, as a result it represent the knowledge 

development of ontological objective approach. In general, most of the time 

objectivism associated with quantitative method of research (Crotty, 2003). More over 

the existent of the reality observing as an individual’s belief, knowledge or feelings 

which is independent, that is indicate the researcher continued distant toward present 

resent research which has been conducted (Creswell, 1994). Similarly, the current 

research concentrated on the quantitative and objective (positivist) paradigm in order 

to verify and examine the impact of AR advertising on customer engagement and 

attitude.   

On the other hand, for the justified knowledge in a field of study the epistemological 

factors defines the criteria of researcher’s view (Johnson and Duberley, 2000; 

Saunders, 2009). Consequently, structure, limit of knowledge and question of sources 

are measured in the epistemological reflection of research. As it is measured as the 

realistic research, it is state that the impact of the AR advertising on customer 

engagement and attitude towards brand follow critical realism. It is consider as the 

critical realism as well because AR advertising surveyed with the goal of disprove or 

prove the hypothesis test and find out the general statement of the AR advertising 

impact on customer engagement and attitude, that realised the researcher as objective 

viewer, for the present survey critical realism demonstrated an suitable research 

approach.  
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3.4 Research approach or logic: 
It is necessary to determine how the results and theory will be deal with. Accordingly 

research can follow a deductive and inductive approach. In terms of the inductive 

approach, theory is considered as the outcome of the research (Bryman and Bell, 

2007). Additionally, inductive approach concern with the new theory generation 

developing from the data. First of all the observation and process of data taking place 

then theory building up and conceptualise later (Saunders, 2009). Qualitative method 

basically trails an inductive approach, the reason is this approach first subjective 

observation then build and conceptualise the theory. 

Since, the current research concentrated on the impact of AR advertising on customer 

engagement and attitude towards brand as an objective basis outcomes rather 

considering effect of the social interaction and testing hypothesis, the survey followed 

the approach of deduction. First, in terms of the literature review the theory has been 

evaluated. Based on evaluated theory, hypothesis has been concluded, primary data 

collection has been done and eventually, the test result hypothesises confirmed were 

they rejected or accepted (Bryman and Bell, 2007).  Finally it is state that, deductive 

(objective) approach has been chosen for the present research. 

 

3.5 Method Approach: 
The fundamental task in the research project is to ascertain the approach, tools and 

the technique of the research once the aim and objective of the research has been 

specified (O'Connor, 2001). This method consist of the 3 categories such as 

qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods. A research has to choose either 

quantitative, qualitative or mixed methods. Quantitative approach deal with the larger 

sample size, standardised measure and hypothesis testing with deductive logic 

(Marlow, 1993), while qualitative research method represent the finding with the 

textual form and inductive logic (Baxter & Babbie, 2004). Henceforth, both methods 

consist of the many features but their utilisation depends on the aims of research and 

precise priority. 

 According to the Malhotra et al., (2012), qualitative research method describes as 

primarily exploratory design which is intended to distribute insight, based on small 

sample size and looking for discover the, feelings, behaviour and experience of 
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respondents. In exploring methods of compound human systems, for example in 

group/communities, qualitative method may often be an appropriate exploration 

approach (Reid, 1987). Likewise, qualitative approach also consider as the systematic 

reflection of social behaviour with hypothesis test required (Rubin & Babbie, 1993). 

Predominantly, qualitative research methods consider as effective in attaining 

aesthetically explicit information about the opinions, behaviours, values, and particular 

populations in social context (Mack, Woodsong, McQueen, Guest & Namey, 2005).  

On the other hand, quantitative method of the research in not similar with the previous 

one. Generally, quantitative method approaching to determine the relationship 

between the independent and dependent variables in a population. This research 

methods resulting from positivist (objective) paradigm, measureable research and 

hypothesis determined to support. According the Bryman (2004), the quantitative 

research represent the relationship between the research and the theory as partiality 

for a natural science approach, a deductive and as having an objectivist outset of the 

social reality.  To describe a phenomena quantitative method collecting numerical data 

and analyse it by using statistic or mathematical based methods (Aliaga & Gunderson, 

2002). 

Eventually, to reduce the weakness and preserve the strength mixed method (in each 

of qualitative and quantitative method) can be apply (Bergman, 2009). Mixed method 

is suitable for problems, giving possible benefits and developing multiple perception 

and builds the understanding about the research problems. 

In terms of this research, researcher selected to approach quantitative methods. The 

reason of choosing is researcher decided to do null hypothesis testing also need to 

verify and examine the relationship between the independent variable-AR advertising 

with the dependent variable-optimising customer engagement, changing attitude 

toward brand and enhancing user experience. As well as researcher decided to use 

the statistical tools for reliability, validity, larger sample size and numerical data has 

been used to analyse. As all of this are the features of the quantitative data. So it is 

identified directly that this research approached the quantitative method. 
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3.6 Research strategy: 
Research strategy consist of survey approach or the interview. This strategy based on 

either quantitative approach or the qualitative approach. After the current methodology 

has been categorised in terms of approach and the research philosophy, to conduct 

of the business research strategy provides an overall orientation (Bryman and Bell, 

2007). In terms of the data collection, research approach and design provides a clear 

plan to the researcher. Since, the researcher of this current study aimed to find out the 

general relationship between the AR advertising as an independent variable with its 

outcome variable such as customer engagement and attitude, the collection of data 

was based on the quantitative basis.  In contrast, the qualitative method emphasised 

on the explanation and establish the theory rather than analysis of data and 

quantification in data collection (Bryman and Bell, 2007, p. 28), out of data collection 

it just aim to build up the generation of theory and from the subjective points of view 

its understand the behaviour.  

However, in the quantitative methods it stress on gathering the data, analysing the 

data, quantifying the data source also implement the measurement  (Bryman and Bell, 

2007). This research entitle with the quantitative research, measured the variables and 

presented the relationship among them. As researcher seeking the impact of AR 

advertising and considering the hypothesis test to verify so that it needs large number 

of data and sample size. Technically and ideally there was no need for focus group 

interview and face to face interview. As nature this research aimed to choose 

quantitative method, positivist and subjective approach and logically deductive it is 

very clear that Online-survey with the possible questionnaire considered to be the best 

suitable tools and strategy. 

 

3.7 Source of data: 
Data basically described as the qualitative or quantitative value of the variables. Data 

also considered to be the lowest unit of the information from that other analysis and 

measurement can be done. Data can me words, image, numbers, facts, figures or 

ideas. Naturally, data cannot be understood and to get possible information data must 

needs to be interpreted in a meaningful way. Basically, data can be categorised in two 

way which is primary and secondary (Crowther & Lancaster, 2004). 
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 Primary data consist of the interview, questionnaire and observation. Also it is 

considered as the authentic, objectives and reliable in nature (Kothari, 2004).   

Moreover, primary data collected in first hand cannot be altered and changed by 

human being so that its validity is always greater than the secondary data.   

On the other hand secondary data collected through online, websites and publication 

sources which is either already been collected or available to use (Crowther & 

Lancaster, 2004). Secondary data also called the second hand data and reused.  

Secondary data are more obtainable then the primary data in nature. Secondary data 

may also include the literature, book, industrial survey, information system and 

computerised data base.  

As this research aimed to identify the impact and relation between AR advertising 

independent variable with the dependent variables, in this case online survey has 

considered as an appropriate tools. As it is a survey research it can be identify as 

primary data source. However, to explain the conceptual framework in the literature 

related to the AR advertising some secondary data also been used to build up the 

conceptual framework in literature.   

 

3.8 Sampling design: 
 

        3.8.1 Sampling frame: 
After all selection of the research approach, philosophy, logic and strategy this 

following section shows how the relative data has been collected and processed for 

the research. This sampling frame represent the list of participants of the population 

from which a sample will be drawn (Bryman and Bell, 2007). Sampling frame not be 

limited to ethnographical or special age as AR advertising addressed a wide range of 

target group via smartphone and smart devices. Hereby, possible comparison 

between several age group facilitated and exclusion of specific respondent has 

avoided. For the sample frame work all the consumer who is independent in origin, 

cultural background and sex theoretically addressed. However to get response easily 

the questionnaire forwarded to the family and friends always in order to get larger 

sample.  
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3.8.2 Sampling method 
To generalise statistic or valid information it is important to require the sample data for 

many research question. Therefore, there techniques of the sampling propose several 

of methods to collect adequate number of sample and reduce the number of the 

population to answer the questions (Saunders et el. 2000). There are two kinds of 

sampling technique exists such as, probability sampling and non-probability sampling.  

According to the probability sampling, in a random manner everyone in the population 

has the known and equal chance of being selected. However, from the population non 

probability sampling refer to select specific sample in a non-random manners. In terms 

of the marketing research, non-probability sampling wildly used than probability 

sampling. The reason of being widely used are less time, less cost, most important 

also if the research needs careful sample and logical non-probability sampling 

consider as appropriate (McDaniel and Gates, 2005). For this research researcher 

used the non-probability sampling because of reduce time and budget. 

In addition, non-probability sampling consist of four types such as, convenience, 

quota, snowball and judgement. Convenience sampling grounded on the selected 

people who are easily get in touched, quota is based on classification of group or 

demographic or subgroup, judgement sampling selected by the researchers to 

judgement the representative of the population, also snowball sampling selected from 

the initial respondent referral  (Saunders et el. 2000). Zikmond (2003) has mentioned 

that, convenience and judgement sampling are same in some characteristics. 

Therefore, the purpose of this research to is to examine the AR advertisement viewers 

and consumers also evaluate their feelings, emotions and reaction. This research will 

adopt the judgment sampling to select subjects who must have seen the AR advert.     

3.8.3 Sampling size: 
 

In order to keep balances between the proportions in overall sampling frame and 

proportion in the sample and accuracy in result larger sample need to ensure 

(Denscombe, 2007). The following study classified as small scale of research due to 

factors like time frame and determination of sampling. Normally it contains 30-230 

cases to conduct s (Denscombe, 2007). Therefore, the size of the sample of this 

current research included 75 respondents to completed questionnaire surveys. To find 
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out the appropriate sample size Cochran’s sample size formula has used for the 

smaller population. Given Formula were used to find out appropriate sample size  

 

 

3.9 Time horizon: 
Time horizon indicate the duration of the research and the survey that affects the level 

of generalization and causation of the result of research (Babbie, 2007). Therefore, a 

longer survey can be conduct as the overview and higher number of participants. AR 

advertising research could be consider as longitudinal, so that it can allow an 

observation over the extended period of time to get the best possible prediction. 

Hence, development and changes of these outcome could be surveyed (Saunders, 

2009). Eventually, this possible outcome feasibly controlled and could be generalised. 

Since, this research has the timeframe of 12 weeks and during this time it asked for 

one answer per respondent, therefore it just represent a snapshot of the outcomes 

(Saunders, 2009) also has choose the cross sectional approach for AR advertising. 

3.10 Time allocation: 
The limitation of the working on research and survey period consist of 12 weeks, that 

directed cross sectional research from 26th of January 2018 to 17th of May 2018. The 

following table present the time allocation of the dissertation period since 26th of 

January till 17th of May.          

Activity of Dissertation Start date Finish date 

Searching for the 

secondary data for 

literature review  

26th of January 2018 1st of February 2018 

Reading the journals and 

relevant articles  

2nd of February 2018 10th of February 2018 

Start writing literature 

review 

11th of February 2018 28th of February 2018 
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Creating instrument of 

data collection  

1st of march 2018 6th of march 2018 

Managing the instrument 

of the data collection  

7th of March 2018 14th of march 2018 

Start writing methodology   15the of march 2018 7th of April 2018 

Ethical form approval  8th of April 2018 10th of April 2018 

Start primary Data 

collection  

11th of April 2018 18th if April,2018 

Start statistical data 

analysis 

20th of April, 2018 25th of April, 2018 

Start analysis and findings 

part 

26the of April, 2018 30th of April, 2018 

Start discussion part  1St of May, 2018 4th of May, 2018 

Conclusion and 

recommendation 

5th if May, 2018 9th of May, 2018 

Show the 1st Draft and 

revision  

10th of May, 2018 14th of May, 2018 

Final  Submission   17th of May, 2018 

 

3.11 Method of analysis: 
The sample size of this research survey was 75 of whole 44 male, 30 female and 1 

prefer not to say respondents. This research survey consists of 26.7% respondents 

from age group 18-24, 72% from age group 25-34 and 1.3% from age group 35-44. In 

this research reliability and validity tested by using the Cronbach’s alpha (α). The 

findings of the research were acceptable. All the value of 32 items were over 0.8 which 

indicates all value were extremely satisfactory. Low reliability indicates the research 

limitation. However, for this research all the value between the variables were 

extremely high and satisfactory. 
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In terms of the correlation and coefficient, Pearson correlation and bivariate correlation 

has used. In order to test the model and find the significant difference ANOVA has 

used. For these researcher, chi square seems not appropriate because research 

hypothesis is not related to the demographic data (Denscombe, 2007).  For all the 

statistical analysis, table has been used and original analysis tables provided in the 

appendix accordingly. 

 

3.12 Ethical implication:  
For the ethical implication, before conducting the questionnaire consent form has 

provided to the participant to make sure they have willingness to participate and they 

all above 18 or at least have guardians permission if below 18years of age. They 

question was no threatening, general in nature and common form of question used in 

personal information section. Furthermore, this questionnaire did not content private 

questions of the participants therefore; it did not trespass on the respondent’s private 

right. This questionnaire did not ask sensitive question, phone number, credit cards 

number, address etc. This questionnaire is not harmful to any race or community. 

Eventually, this survey data will only use for this dissertation research and will not 

provide to any third party. 

3.13 conclusion:       
Eventually, for this research appropriate methodology has been used and for the 

online survey the NIKE and IKEA augmented reality video used from the youtube.com 

and that was already mentioned in the consent form. 
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Chapter 4 
 

4.0 Findings and analysis 

 

4.1 Introduction: 
This chapters going to discloses the result of the quesionnaire that asked to during the 

survey also show overall scenario of this quantitative reseach. This research 

conducted an online survey through email and used the social meida platform to get 

the sufficient number of the respondents and also distributed equally to the different 

genders and age group. This chapter consist of some statistical tests such as 

descriptive statistice to find out the central tendency, reliability, correlation, coefficient, 

regresion and testing of the hypothesis analysis. For whole analysis of the collected 

data research used various methods such as Cronbach alpha (α) for relibility, pearson 

correlation and ANOVA etc.  

 

4.2 Demographic: 
 

4.2.1 Gender: 
The sample size of this study included 75 resepondences including male and female 

who experienced the AR advertisement of NIKE and IKEA. There was 44 male 

respondent, 30 female and 1 (didn’t prefer to mentioned the gender) repondent 

participated in this survey. According to the table the percentage of the male is higher 

then women which is (58.7% for male and  40.0% for female) indicates male are 

inerested in AR survey. In that case, infuture company should concentrate on AR for 

women’s fashion. Table 4.1 shows the actual number of the genders bellow also it 

provided the unique number of the each respondent in Appendix C. 

2. What is your gender? 

  Frequency Percent 

 

Male 44 58.7 

Female 30 40 

Prefer not to 
say 

1 1.3 

Total 75 100 

Table: 4.1 
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4.2.2 Age: 
For this survey highest response came from age level 25-34years then 18-24years. 

Table 4.2 shows the number and percentage of the different age group about AR 

advertising and 72% percentage came from the 25-34 years, 26.7% from the 18-

24years and only 1.3% percent from 35-44 years accordingly. It indicates that ages 

level 25-34 are more concern about the latest technology and more often involves with 

the interactive videos. So, marketers should implement AR ad for mid age as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

  Table 4.2 

    

 

 4.2.3 Origin of the respondents: 
Current survey equally distributed to the people who are from the different countries 

and continents. The result of this shows that’s maximum respondent of this survey 

from Asia 56.0% with 42 respondent, then Europe 34.7% with 26 respondents and few 

from America which is 9.3% with 7 respondents. Table 4.3 indicates that the AR 

advertisement view and users mostly from the Asia then Europe and America 

accordingly. The less respondent from the America indicates the survey was not 

provided properly to the people who belongs to America. 

 

 

 

   

AGE 

  Frequency Percent 

 

18-24 
years 

20 26.7 

25-34 
years 

54 72 

35-44 
years 

1 1.3 

Total 75 100 
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                                                         Table: 4.3         

 

4.2.4 Smartphone owners: 
This survey has shown that the maximum respondents of this survey use the 

smartphone. The percentage is 98.7%. It is a technological era and result is obvious 

that everyone owns the smartphone also using the internets for the daily purposes 

such as online shopping, using apps and watching online videos. It that case, 

marketers should grave the opportunity and come up with more AR ads to promote 

their product and interact with customer through AR.   

 

Owner of smart devices  

  Frequency Percent 

 
yes 74 98.7 

No 1 1.3 

Total 75 100 

 

Table: 4.4 

4.2.5 Interest on Interactive ads and videos: 
The result of this survey has shown the percentage of respondent who are interest on 

the interactive advertisement and videos. According to the survey 62.7% of 

respondents mentioned that they having interest on the interactive advertisement or 

videos whereas 20% denied to show their interest. However, 17.3% of the total 

population couldn’t decide whether they have interest or not. Table 4.1.5 showing the 

total number of the population who are interested or not interested about the 

interactive ads and videos. From this result it is state that people watching the 

interactive advertisement like AR and they having interest on it. 

Origin of Respondents 

  Frequency Percent 

 

America 7 9.3 

Europe 26 34.7 

Asia 42 56 

Total 75 100 
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Interest on Interactive videos 

  Frequency Percent 
 

Yes 47 62.7 

No 15 20 

Not 

sure 

13 17.3 

Total 75 100 

                                                           Table: 4.5 

 

4.2.6 Watching times: 
According to this survey result, respondent articulated the times of daily watching 

videos. In this survey, 40.0% respondents of the total population said they watching 

2-4times a day if it is interactive. On the other hand 38.7% said they watching once a 

day. It is interesting that they percentage between once a day a day and 2-4times a 

day is almost same. That means respondent having really good interest to watch 

Advertisment with the AR technology at leasr once when they log in into internet or 

any kind of social media platform. As a result, marketers have a opportunity to interact 

and take a chance to create AR related ads to insist audience to buy their product. 

Times of  watching online Videos 
advertisement 

 Frequency Percent 

 

once a day 29 38.7 

2-4 times 
a day 

30 40 

5-7 times 
a day 

9 12 

8-10 times 
a day 

3 4 

>10 times 
a day 

4 5.3 

Total 75 100 

Table 4.6 

Table 4.6 showing the different percentage of the different viewing times bellow with 

frequency 
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4.2.7 Preference of the advert media: 
This survey result also shows the preference media of the advertisement among the 

population. 33.0% respondents of the total population said they prefer the AR 

advertisement whereas 42.0% (table: 4.7) of the total population prefer the other form 

of the advert media like television, billboard, radio and print. This result make us to 

believe that people wants new form of advert media rather than traditional. So that, it 

is an opportunity for marketers to implement AR advertisement in order to build the 

communications. 

Table 4.7 shows the overall scenario of media preference down below.     

Preference Advert Media  

  Frequency Percent 

 

Others 42 56 

Augmented 
reality 
advertisement 

33 44 

Total 75 100 

 

Table: 4.7 

 

4.2.8 Familiar with AR advertisement: 
This current survey asked to the respondent to give answer whether they watched the 

AR advert before or not. 73.3% respondents of the total population has said they are 

familiar with this kind of advertisement on the other hand, 26.7% respondent said no. 

Nonetheless, this survey has given a chance to watch the video as an example to 

those respondents who never watched it before to carry on with the next questions. 

From the table 4.8, it is clear that maximum people have interest on AR and it is a 

great opportunity for customer to communicate with them through AR ads.  

The following table 4.8 showing the overall percentage and frequency of the AR ads 

familiarity among the population.  
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Frequency of NIKE and IKEA's augmented 
reality advertisement Watched  

  Frequency Percent 

 

yes 55 73.3 

no 20 26.7 

Total 75 100 

 

Table: 4.8 

 

4.3 Overall Descriptive Statistics and Central Tendency of each 

variable: 

4.3.1 Descriptive statistics of AR ad with the Customer 

Engagements and its dimensions: 

The following table 4.9 shows the central tendency of the augmented reality 

advertising and the Customers engagement with their dimensions. The valid N value 

represent the total number of the population of the distribution and in this table mean, 

median and mode consider as valid measurement of the central tendency. According 

to the table 4.9, for AR ads and customer engagement and components the value are 

same in range of 3.6 to 3.8 for the mean. In terms of median range between 3.6 to 4 

and mode has same effect as well. With 95% confidence level standard deviation has 

the low value which means it is close to mean with 0.7 to 0.8, also it is little -0.4 to -

1.0 skewed that indicates there is an error in distribution. Table 4.9 indicates, the AR 

and customers engagement good central tendency and it is opportunity for marketers 

to unitise AR in terms of advertisement communication. 
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Descriptive Statistics of AR ads with Customer Engagements (with dimension) 

 AvgARads AvgCE AvgAffCE AvgCogCE AvgBehCE 

N Valid 75 75 75 75 75 

Missing 0 0 0 0 0 

Mean 3.8267 3.6917 3.6533 3.7689 3.6333 

Median 4.0000 3.7500 3.6667 3.6667 4.0000 

Mode 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.67 4.00 

Std. Deviation .70893 .73272 .85326 .71654 .85160 

Skewness -1.016 -.671 -.794 -.553 -.430 

Std. Error of Skewness .277 .277 .277 .277 .277 

Kurtosis 2.233 1.982 1.324 2.182 .182 

Std. Error of Kurtosis .548 .548 .548 .548 .548 

Minimum 1.33 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Maximum 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

 

                                                           Table: 4.9 

**AvgARads: Average of AR advertisement.  

**AvgCE: Average of the customer engagement.  

**AvgAffCE: Average of Affective customer engagement.  

**AvgCogCE: Average of Cognitive Engagement.  

**AvgBehCE: Average of the Behavioural Engagement 

 

4.3.2 Descriptive satistics AR with User experience (UX): 
The following table 4.10 shows the central tendency of the augmented reality 

advertising and the user experience with their dimensions. The valid N value represent 

the total number of  population distribution and in this table mean, median and mode 

consider as valid measurement of the central tendency. According to the table 4.10,  

for AR ads and user experience and components the value are same in range of 3.7 
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to 3.8 for the mean. In terms of median range between 3.8 to 4 and mode has same 

effect as well. With 95% confidence level standard deviation has the low value which 

means it is close to mean with 0.7 to 0.78, also -0.5 to -1.0 skewed that indicates there 

is an error in distribution. This table 4.10 indicated the user experience and dimension 

are closely related to each other with AR as well. It is a good suggestion for marketers 

to implement the AR technology to their Adverisement to communicate with final 

customers.  

Descriptive Statistics of AR ads with User Experience (with dimension) 

 AvgARads AvgUX AvgPqUX AvgHqUX 

N Valid 75 75 75 75 

Missing 0 0 0 0 

Mean 3.8267 3.7807 3.7033 3.8427 

Median 4.0000 3.7778 3.7500 4.0000 

Mode 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 

Std. Deviation .70893 .73612 .77840 .75358 

Skewness -1.016 -.864 -.578 -1.153 

Std. Error of Skewness .277 .277 .277 .277 

Kurtosis 2.233 2.478 1.098 3.393 

Std. Error of Kurtosis .548 .548 .548 .548 

Minimum 1.33 1.11 1.00 1.00 

Maximum 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

 

Table: 4.10 

**AvgARads: Average of AR advertisement.  

**AvgUX: Average of the User Experience.  

**AvgPqUX: Average of Pragmatic Quality of User Experience.  

**AvgHqUx: Average of Hedonic Qualtity of User Experience. 

 

4.3.3 Descriptive statistics customer attitude with customer 

engagement and dimensions: 
 The giver table 4.11 shows the central tendency of the customer attitude and the 

Customers engagement with their dimensions. The valid N value represent the total 
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number of the population of the distribution and in this table 4.11 mean, median and 

mode consider as valid measurement of the central tendency. According to the table 

4.11 for customer attitude and customer engagement and components the value are 

same in range of 3.6 to 3.7 for the mean. In terms of median range between 3.6 to 4 

and mode has same effect as well. With 95% confidence level standard deviation has 

the low value which means it is close to mean with 0.70 to 0.85 and -0.4 to -0.8 skewed 

that indicates there is an error in distribution. Eventually, marketers change the 

customer attitude by increasing customer engagement through AR ad. 

Descriptive Statistics of Customer Attitude with Customer Engagement     

(with dimension) 

 AvgCA AvgCE AvgAffCE AvgCogCE AvgBehCE 

N Valid 75 75 75 75 75 

Missing 0 0 0 0 0 

Mean 3.7319 3.6917 3.6533 3.7689 3.6333 

Median 3.7778 3.7500 3.6667 3.6667 4.0000 

Mode 3.56a 4.00 4.00 3.67 4.00 

Std. Deviation .70866 .73272 .85326 .71654 .85160 

Skewness -.803 -.671 -.794 -.553 -.430 

Std. Error of Skewness .277 .277 .277 .277 .277 

Kurtosis 2.374 1.982 1.324 2.182 .182 

Std. Error of Kurtosis .548 .548 .548 .548 .548 

Minimum 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Maximum 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

a. Multiple modes exist. The smallest value is shown 

 

                                                      Table: 4.11 

**AvgCA: Average of Customer Attitude.  

**AvgCE: Average of the customer engagement.  

**AvgAffCE: Average of Affective customer engagement.  

**AvgCogCE: Average of Cognitive Engagement.  

**AvgBehCE: Average of the Behavioural Engagement 
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4.3.4 Descriptive statistics of customer attitude with UX and 

dimensions: 
The following table 4.12 shows the central tendency of the customer attitude and user 

experience with their dimensions. The valid N value represent the total number of the 

population of the distribution and in this table 4.12 mean, median and mode consider 

as valid measurement of the central tendency. 

 

Descriptive Statistics of Customer Attitude with User Experience 

(with dimension) 

 AvgCA AvgUX AvgPqUX AvgHqUX 

N Valid 75 75 75 75 

Missing 0 0 0 0 

Mean 3.7319 3.7807 3.7033 3.8427 

Median 3.7778 3.7778 3.7500 4.0000 

Mode 3.56a 4.00 4.00 4.00 

Std. Deviation .70866 .73612 .77840 .75358 

Skewness -.803 -.864 -.578 -1.153 

Std. Error of Skewness .277 .277 .277 .277 

Kurtosis 2.374 2.478 1.098 3.393 

Std. Error of Kurtosis .548 .548 .548 .548 

Minimum 1.00 1.11 1.00 1.00 

Maximum 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

a. Multiple modes exist. The smallest value is shown 

 

Table: 4.12 

**AvgCA: Average of Customer Attitude.  

**AvgUX: Average of the User expereince. 

** AvgPqUX: Average of the pragmatic quality of user experience. 

** AvgHqUX: Average of the pragmatic quality of user experience. 

 

 According to the table 4.12, for customer attitude and user experience and 

components value are same in range of 3.7 to 3.8 for the mean. In terms of median 

range between 3.5 to 4 and mode has same effect as well. With confidence level of 
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95% standard deviation has the low value which means it is close to mean with 0.7 to 

0.8 and -0.5 to -1.0 skewed that indicates there is an error in distribution. As table, 

indicates there less impact on pragmatic quality of user experience, marketers can 

improve the pragmatic quality in advertising and grave to opportunity to attract 

customer for their product. 

 

4.4 Reliability: 
Reliability refers to check the consistency and the performance of variables of any 

research. Peter (1979) states that, the major determination to provide the proof of the 

reliability of the different variables and measurement is to confirm whether or not the 

designed questionnaire going to produce the inner consistence outcomes with 

participant of the diverse samples over time. In terms of measuring the magnitude of 

the questionnaire reliability, the most commonly used formula is Cronbach’s coefficient 

alpha (Curwin and Slater 2000). According to the Cronbach formula, if the value of the 

Cronbach α is over 0.70 it is indicate the high reliability. On the other hand, if value of 

Cronbach α between 0.35 to 0.70 it indicate the acceptable reliability. However, if α 

value of the Cronbach is below 0.35 it indicates the poor and low reliability. In that 

case adjustment needed for the measurement, for example by erasing the least 

reliable items. By using the statistical software analysis SPSS table 4.13 shows the 

reliability of the each construct of this research was measured.   

 

 

Table 4.13 
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The table 4.13 showing the Cronbach alpha and reliability coefficient for all 32 scales 

was over 0.9 which is extremely reliable. Also the individual value is for both 

independent and dependent variables were over 0.9 as well that means there is 

extreme reliability exist and there is no adjustment has been made in terms of 

increasing the reliability.  

 

4.5 Hypothesis Testing: 

4.5.1 Correlation Analysis to find the relationship: 
 

4.5.1.1 Correlation between of AR ads with Customer engagement 

and dimensions: 
This study consists of several hypothesis tests. Each of the hypotheses concerned 

about the relationship between the variables. For this study correlation analysis has 

been used in order to examine the degree of the correlation between the variables. 

According to the Bryman and Cramer (2001), correlation analysis considers as a 

method of measuring the relationship between both independent and dependent or 

any variables. In terms of the positive correlation it indicates that if any variable 

increase in value, this resembles to increase value in the other variables. Similarly, 

negative correlations impact on each other in same manner (Foster, 2001) For 

example: if any of the variables value decrease, it resembles to decrease the other 

variables value. The most common correlation measure is Pearson product moment 

correlation coefficient, also known as the Pearson’s r. The range of the value that 

Pearson r produce it starts from -1 to +1. The value that Pearson r infer as follows: 

value from 0.19 and even bellow is specifies very low to insignificant correlation, 0.20 

to 0.39 show the low correlation but significant weakly, 0.40 to 0.69 is significant with 

a modest correlation, 0.70 to 0.89 indicates high correlation and  0.90 to 1 indicates 

highly significant and very reliable relationship between the variables. According to the 

Bryman and Cramer (2001), when computing the correlation coefficient it is necessary 

to interpret the significant level and Pearson r value. 
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Correlations AR ads with Customer Engagements (with dimension) 

 AvgARads AvgCE AvgAffCE AvgCogCE AvgBehCE 

AvgARads Pearson Correlation 1 .805** .764** .743** .682** 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 .000 .000 .000 

N 75 75 75 75 75 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

                                                            

Table: 4.14 

**AvgARads: Average of AR advertisement.  

**AvgCE: Average of the customer engagement.  

**AvgAffCE: Average of Affective customer engagement.  

**AvgCogCE: Average of Cognitive Engagement.  

**AvgBehCE: Average of the Behavioural Engagement 

Table 4.14 showing the Pearson r of independent variable AR advertising and the 

dependent variable customer engagement and different dimensions such as affective, 

cognitive and behavioural engagements were 0.682-0.805, which indicates there is 

significant and high associations exist between them. More precisely correlation 

between AR advert and customer engagement is overall significant over 0.80, which 

means impact of the AR advertising on overall all customer engagement is significant. 

Similarly, along with the affective and cognitive customer engagement it has almost 

same impact 0.764 and 0.743 accordingly which also indicate the significantly high 

correlation. However, the relationship between AR adverts and behavioural customer 

engagement is relatively low then other two which is 0.682 but still modest association 

exist between them. At the same time, the value of significance for all outcome 

variables were 0.00<0.01 (2-tailed), which means that at 1% significant level, they 

were statistically significant. So that, marketers can highly implement AR technology 

to their Advert in order to increase the customer engagement. 
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4.5.1.2 Correlation between of AR ads with User Experience (UX) 

and dimensions: 
 

The following table 4.15 shows the relationship between the independent variable AR 

advert and dependent variables user experience and its dimensions pragmatic quality 

of user experience and hedonic quality of the user experience. 

 

                                                     Table: 4.15  

**AvgARads: Average of AR advertisement.  

**AvgUX: Average of the User Experience.  

**AvgPqUX: Average of Pragmatic Quality of User Experience.  

**AvgHqUx: Average of Hedonic Qualtity of User Experience 

 

Table 4.15 showing Pearson r value of the dependent variable user experience and 

its dimensions pragmatic and hedonic quality of the user experience were 0.77 to 0.82, 

which indicate the significant high correlation between them. Overall Pearson r value 

of user experience (UX) is over 0.80, which indicate the AR advert has the significant 

and strong correlation with overall user experience. Similarly, it also highly associate 

with its dimensions, which is 0.767 for pragmatic and 0.810 for the hedonic quality of 

the user experience. Pearson r value also indicate that AR advert associates more on 

hedonic quality 0.810 then pragmatic quality 0.767.  At the same time, the value of 

significance for all outcome variables were 0.00<0.01 (2-tailed), which means that at 

significant level 1%, they were statistically significant. As they are statistically 
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significant, marketers can implement AR to promote their product and brand also they 

need to concentrate on the pragmatic quality to make it balance. 

 

 

4.5.1.3 Correlation of Customer Attitude with Customer 

Engagement and dimensions: 
The following table 4.16 state the correlation between independet variables customer 

attitude and customers engagement with its dimensions such as affective, cognitive 

and behavioural engagement.  

 

Table: 4.16 

**AvgCA: Average of Customer Attitude.  

**AvgCE: Average of the customer engagement.  

**AvgAffCE: Average of Affective customer engagement.  

**AvgCogCE: Average of Cognitive Engagement.  

**AvgBehCE: Average of the Behavioural Engagement. 

 

The given table 4.16 showing the Pearson r value for affective customer engagement 

is 0.742, cognitive customer engagement is 0.759 and behavioural customer 

engagement is 0.794, which indicate the high correlation between them. Also overall 

Pearson r value for the customer engagement is over 0.80, which also indicate the 

high relation between the independent variable customer attitude and dependent 

variable customer engagement. The lowest number with the affective customer 

engagement that is 0.742 however, there is still high correlation exist. This Pearson r 

value proves that changing customer attitude are driven by the customer engagement 
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and its components and also there is a significant relation exist. Because, high 

involvement with brand forced customer to make a purchase decision, here same 

happened. At the same time, the value of significance for all outcome variables were 

0.00<0.01 (2-tailed), which means that at significant level 1%, they were statistically 

significant. As a result, marketers can change the attitude by increasing engagement 

through AR ads in future.  

  

4.5.1.4 Correlation of Customer Attitude with User experience (UX) 

and dimensions: 
 

In terms of the correlation between independent variable customer attitude and the 

dependent variables users experience and its dimensions pragmatic and hedonic 

quality of the user experience. 

 

Table: 4.17 

**AvgCA: Average of Customer Attitude.  

**AvgUX: Average of the User expereince. 

** AvgPqUX: Average of the pragmatic quality of user experience. 

** AvgHqUX: Average of the pragmatic quality of user experience. 

 

The given table has 4.17 state that the Pearson r value of the pragmatic quality of the 

user experience is 0.749 whereas the hedonic quality of the user experience is 0.861 

and the overall user experience is 0.842. The result has proven that there is a high 

correlation between them. However, the result also shown that customer attitude 

changing more by the hedonic dimension of the user experience rather pragmatic 

quality but they have still high correlation. So that, there is high relation between them 
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in order to changing customer attitude on user experience. Because, in this survey 

customer might looked for novelty and attractiveness rather efficiency and perspicuity.    

On the other hand, the value of significance for all outcome variables were 0.00<0.01 

(2-tailed), which means that at significant level 1%, they were statistically significant. 

In the future, as like previous table needs to concentrate on pragmatic quality of user 

experience and use AR to communicate with the target audience. 

 

4.5.2 Regression Analysis to Find the Impacts: 
In a regression model to measure the predictive power of each variables, in this section 

regression analysis been used. According to the Field (2003), in a situation of the 

simple regression there is a significant correlation between the two variables. Bryman 

and Cramer (2001) state that, to summarising the nature of relationship between the 

variables, regression consider as the power tool also to make the prediction of possible 

value of the dependent variables. The following table demonstrated the result of the 

regression analysis. In this table customer engagement and the user experience is the 

dependent variable, augmented reality advertising and customer attitude were used 

as predicator variable. The tables of the model summery, ANOVA and coefficient are 

illustrated in appendix C. Following table given the summery of the ANOVA, summary 

model and coefficient of the regression. 

First, from the table 4.18 the value of the R square represents that the independent 

variable can describe the variation in the dependent variable for all relation. In that 

case augmented reality advertising can interpret the 64.7% of the variation in the 

customer engagement, similarly 67.4% variation in the user experience. On the other 

hand, as an independent variable customer attitude has the 69.4% variation in 

dependent variable customer engagement also has 70.8% variation in the user 

experience which is highest.   

Secondly, from the table 4.18 the significance values of the ANOVA for all variables 

were 0.00<0.01, which means all the relation between the variables are statistically 

significant.  

Thirdly, from the table 4.18 all the relationships are positive for the B value and the 

value of significance for coefficient for all are 0.00<0.01, which means that at 
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significant level 1% and does predict the customer engagement and user experience. 

Thus, all the relationship has the positive and significant association between them. 

Eventually, through the data points the line consider as best of fit is called regression 

line. The equation of the regression line is Y=a+bX. In this equation Y is the value of 

dependent variable, X is the value of the independent variable, “a” consider as the 

intercept, which is cutting line of the vertical axis and ‘b’ known as the slope of the line 

of the best fit and alternatively known as the regression coefficient (kerr et al. 2002). 

The equations of the regression are given below, which is resulting from the analysis.  

 

Customer Engagement= 0.509+ (0.832× Augmented reality advertising) 

User Experience = 0.519+ (0.832× Augmented reality advertising) 

Customer Engagements = 0.476+ (0.862×Customer Attitude) 

User Experience = 0.518+ (0.874×Customer Attitude) 

This equation indicates that every increment in augmented reality ads, customer 

engagement increase by 0.832 also increase user experience 0.832. On the other 

hand, every increment in customer attitude, increase customer engagement by 0.862 

and user experience 0.874 according to the table 4.18 

 

                                                            Table: 4.18 

**ARads = Augmented reality advertisement  

**CE= Customer Engagement  
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**UX= User Experience 

**CA= Customer Attitude 

The table 4.18, indicates the advantage of using AR ads for the marketers in the future 

as they all have significant impact with each other. 

4.6 Summary of the hypothesis: 
From the above discussion it is proved that there is a significant relationship exists 

between the variables and they are statistically significant. From the correlation and 

regression it is also proven that there is significant impact of AR on customer 

engagement and user experience, also the Customer attitude has relation with 

engagement and user experience. That means relation on customer engagement and 

user experience in terms of changing the attitude of the customers. In that case all the 

Null hypothesis tests are rejected.  

 

AR ads with Customer engagement   

H0: AR advertising has no significant impacts on optimising 

customer engagement 

**   

Rejected   

H0a: AR advertising has no significant impacts on customer’s 

affective engagement 

**   

Rejected 

H0b: AR advertising has no significant impacts on customer’s 

cognitive engagement. 

**   

Rejected 

H0c: AR advertising has no significant impacts on customer’s 

Behavioural engagement. 

**   

Rejected 

AR ads with Customer user experience   

H0: AR advertising has no significant influence to enhance 

customer’s user experience. 

**   

Rejected 

H0a: AR advertising has no significant influence on 

pragmatic quality of the customer’s user experience 

**   

Rejected 
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H0b:  AR advertising has no significant influence on Hedonic 

quality of the customer’s user experience 

**   

Rejected 

Customer Attitude with customer Engagement   

H0: Customer Attitude has no significant relation to optimise 

customer engagement. 

**   

Rejected 

H0a: Customer Attitude has no significant relation with 

customer’s affective engagement. 

**   

Rejected 

H0b: Customer Attitude has no significant relation with 

customer’s cognitive engagement. 

**   

Rejected 

H0c: Customer Attitude has no significant relation with 

customer’s Behavioural Engagement. 

**   

Rejected 

Customer Attitude with User Experience   

H0: Customer Attitude has no significant relation to enhance 

customer’s user experience 

**   

Rejected 

H0a: Customer Attitude has no significant relation with 

pragmatic quality of the customer’s user experience 

**   

Rejected 

H0b:  Customer Attitude has no significant relation with 

Hedonic quality of the customer’s user experience. 

**   

Rejected 

   

 ** indicates there is a significant relation exist between variables.  
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Chapter 5 

 

5.0 Discussion:  

5.1. Discussion about finding 
 

In the previous part of this chapter researcher shown the quantitative data and 

analysis, which is collected from the survey and represents a holistic scenario and the 

relationship between the variables. In this part of the chapter, research going to 

discuss about the finding of the objectives. Augmented reality is a new form of the 

technology and marketers starts using for the marketing communication and digital 

marketing purposes to draw the attention from the target customers. Moreover, it is a 

technological era and more likely used to with the smart devices. In the literature 

review the impact of the AR advertising on optimising customer engagement and 

enhancing user experience has discussed. Also, the discussion shown AR has 

influence on changing attitude towards brand which is driven by the customer 

engagement and user experience.  

5.1.1 The impact of AR advertising on customer engagement: 
 

In the literature reviews it was briefly discussed that customer engagement play a 

crucial part in terms of the relationship marketing and digital marketing. It is already 

discussed that general advertising has impact on the customer engagement and many 

researcher already conducted.  Beatty, Vivek and Morgan (2012), Mollen and Wilson 

(2010) and Brodie et al. mentioned different model and dimensions of the customer 

engagement in their research, that dimensions used as a measuring scale to prove 

that the advertising has an impact on optimising customer engagement. On the other 

side, Gambetti, Grafigna and Biragi, (2012) has proposed experiential and social 

dimensions to measure the customer engagement in terms of the advertising. In 
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contrast, Hollebeck (2011) mentioned a bit different dimensions and sub dimension to 

measure the customer engagement. For this study the Hollebeck (2011) dimensions 

of the customer engagement has used. Hollebeck (2011) mentioned that customer 

engagement has three sub dimension which affective, cognitive and conative. Calder 

et al. (2013) used the Hollebeck’s dimensions of the customer engagement to 

measure the impact of the advertising on customer engagement.  For this research, 

research used the same dimension to identify the relationship and impact of AR 

advertising. For each dimension researcher used the measurement like 

interest/excitement, happy/not happy, thought and beliefs, involvement/not 

involvements and sharing/not sharing about the advertisement. As it is mentioned 

before that Calder (2013), impact of general advertising on customer engagement has 

proven and measure by the scales of Hollebeck, it is gave the same result here in 

terms of the AR advertising. After experiencing the AR advertising audience expressed 

their reaction towards brand and also their perception. According to the findings, the 

figure of the each dimension has states that, there is significant impact of the AR 

advertising on each dimensions. The reason of the impact might be for the likelihood, 

involvement and excitement that AR advertisement created for the audience. In terms 

of the sharing the contents maximum number of the respondent do agree to share with 

friends and family also the result shows that the wanted to know more about the 

product in the future. Eventually, the result proves that the AR advertising does impact 

on the optimising customer engagement through affectively, cognitively and conative 

or behaviourally. In future to increase the customer engagement, utilisation of the AR 

advert can be a good context in the future for the marketers. 

5.1.2 The impact of the AR advertising on enhancing the User 

experience: 

 

By the discussion of the literature review it is found out that the advertising has an 

influence on the user experience. Many research has proven that the various types of 

the experiences such as sensual, cognitive, physical aesthetic and emotional can do 

the interaction to enhance the user experience (Forlizzi and Battarbee, 2004). On the 

other hand, Desmet, Porcelijn and Dijk (2007) research of establishing emotional 

appeal between users and product and services has also proved. However, apart from 

the many theories, researcher of this thesis choose the Hassenzhal and Tractinsky 
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(2007) concept of the user experience. According to them user experience consist of 

the two major categories such as pragmatic quality of the user experience and hedonic 

quality of the user experience. More precisely, pragmatic quality of the user experience 

consist of the perspicuity, efficiency and dependability on the other side, hedonic 

quality of the user experience consist of the simulation, attractiveness and novelty. So 

far, the research of the Hassenzhal and Tractinsky (2007), Batra, Myers and Aker 

(1996) and Huang and Hsu-Liu (2014) has shown that there was an impact of the 

advertisement on both pragmatic and hedonic quality of user experience to enhance 

the overall user experience.  

Similarly, there is nothing different happened with this survey. The survey result of this 

research revealed the similar result to the previously conducted study. It shown there 

is a significant impact of AR advertising on the user experience. However, there is 

slightly different result this study found. That is AR advertising impact more on hedonic 

quality than pragmatic quality. There could few reason for that. One is audience might 

the looking for the novelty of the any kind of video advertisement, which means they 

found AR technology on the advertisement is creative not dull, innovative rather than 

conservative or leading edge rather usual advertisement. Secondly. Audience might 

found it is valuable, fun and new way or interesting in terms of the simulation. 

Eventually, audience might found it is attractive. In terms of pragmatic quality the result 

and relation was acceptable but not least. Relationship is comparatively lower then 

hedonic because audience might found the complication, less supportive and less 

efficient to understand. So in that case it is clearly state that AR has an impact on user 

experience. And it is an opportunity for marketer to implement AR ads for their 

business. 

 

5.1.3 AR advertisement changing customer attitude driven by 

Customer Engagement: 
 

In the literature review it was discussed that, there is a relationship between the 

changing customer attitude towards brand and customer engagement. Many 

researcher such as Sirgy (1991), Novak (2010) and Shaughnessy (2010) has state 

and found in their research that there is a hierarchical impact of the customer attitude 
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on the customer engagement through high involvement and low involvement of the 

customer. In contrast, Petty and Cacioppo (1981) revealed the ELM (elaborate-

likelihood-model) which is still consider as one of the popular theory of the changing 

customer attitude and it clarifies the two dimensions which is called ‘Peripheral route 

and Central route”. This two route inclined the emotional appeal and influence of 

content to the audience. All the above research has proven the impact and relationship 

between attitude and engagement of the customer. Which means if the customer 

engage with the brand it will automatically influence customer to change their attitude 

and helps to increase purchase decision and intension. Apart from that, for this 

research researcher choose the ABC model of Solomon (2008) in terms of measuring 

the customer attitude towards brand. Which itself has three components that are 

emotion, cognitive and behavioural components of attitude. This theory was highly 

related to the customer engagement. Each of the components has the dimension such 

as feelings, thought and belief, knowledge and intension of purchase. The study of 

Homer (2006) and Grenier and Stadler (2009) shows all the components has impacts 

on the customer engagement and they are highly related. There findings of the study 

revealed that without engagement of the customer it is very unlikely to change the 

customer attitude towards brand.    

Similarly, this research has revealed the same result as previous study. Based on the 

result of survey it has shown that, there is a significant relationship between the 

customer attitude and customer engagement. The reason of the high relationship 

could be high involvement of the customer towards brand through AR advertisement, 

participant might had the positive feelings for the brand after experienced it, their 

though and belief was positive towards brands and they might get the additional 

information that they needed in terms of making pre purchase decision. The average 

number of the cognitive, affective and behavioural engagement was relatively same. 

So it is clear that, customer attitude had the equal relation with each components of 

the customer engagement. Eventually, it is prove in this study that if the AR has the 

significant impacts on the customer attitude which affected by the customer 

engagement. High involvement of the customer leading to change the customer 

attitude towards the brand. That means there was nothing change happens and it is 

similar like the previous conducted studies. So it is proven that the impact of AR 

advertising on changing customer attitude driven by the positive customer 
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engagement also marketers can implement this technology in to change customer 

attitude also make purchase decision. 

 

 

 

 

5.1.4 AR advertisement changing customer attitude driven by User 

experience: 
 

Based on the previous research it is found that advertising can change the attitude of 

the customer by enhancing the user experience. In the research of the Katz (1937) 

and Oskamp and Schultz (2005) they mentioned the four faction model to measure 

the customer attitude. Those are The Utilitarian function (based on pain/pleasure, 

ethical theory and produce happiness), The Value Expressive function (basing on 

central value or self-concept), The Ego Defensive function (based on self-image), The 

Knowledge function (based on the real market statistics and fact based comparison). 

Those functions are highly related to the user experience for example the Utilitarian 

function based on pain pleasure and happiness. Those are kind on emotional 

dimension of the hedonic quality of the user experience. On the other side, as a 

pragmatic quality it has few dimension like efficiency, perspicuity and dependability as 

discussed in the literature. Pragmatic quality based on the usability which similar to 

the utilitarian functions for example efficiency. According to the Kim and Forshythe 

(2008) research, higher experience leading to make pre purchase decision and 

increasing purchase intention, which means enhancing customer experience 

emphasis to change the customer attitude towards brand and product     

Based on the result of this study, it has shown that there is a significant relationship 

between the changing attitude and user experience. In the previous part it shown that 

AR advertisement increase user experience. This result also state that if user 

experience enhance it changing the customer attitude as well. Result shown that both 

AR advert and changing customer attitude has the same result on pragmatic and 

hedonic quality of the user experience. The result is same because customer attitude 
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has less strong relation with the pragmatic quality than hedonic. The reason could be 

related to Huang Hsu-Lie (2014) statements that is audience might be felt anxious to 

take instant decision about take pre purchase decision or it was not efficient enough 

to think about the product instantly. From this result, marketer can take an idea to 

overcome the result of less impact of pragmatic quality and implement AR as a future 

vehicles of digital advertising for marketing communications.      

  

 

5.2 Conclusion of the findings: 
 

Augmented reality is new trend and latest technology for the advert media. From the 

research and previous similar research it is state that it has an impact on the customer 

engagement and user experience also it has impact in the changing customer attitude 

towards brand driven by both engagement and user experience. Eventually, result of 

this research is proven that there is significant relation on all variables and null 

hypothesis was rejected in all case. Although it is a survey consist of small sample 

size. So that result could be difference in terms of the large population. However, it is 

clear from the study that to change the customer attitude towards brand it needs 

optimum level of customer engagement and user experience, those two can be 

optimise by the AR technology in the advertisement. It is also shown the great 

opportunity for the marketers in terms of product promotion and communication 

through AR advertising. 
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Chapter 6 (Conclusion and Recommendation) 
 

6.0 Conclusion: 
Based on the results of this research a constructive impact of the AR advertising on 

the optimising customer engagement, user experience and changing attitude towards 

brand driven by positive customer engagement and enhancing user experience could 

be accepted. Hollebeck (2011) and Brodie (2011) has already mentioned that, the 

customer engagement is a psychological state that follows by the co-creative customer 

experience and interactive with a focal objects/agent (e.g. brand) in focal service 

relation. Customer engagement is the level of the brand related, motivational and 

context dependent state of mind categorise by explicit level of emotional, cognitive 

and behavioural activities in terms of the brand interaction. Similarly, in context of the 

Advertisement and media engagement, customer engagement consider as the multi-

dimensional concept which is combine with the various element such as interaction, 

attention sensorial pleasure emotion and immediate activation to create total brand 

experience with the customer. 

In context of the AR advertising, respondents liked the new form of technology in 

advertisement, interactive and entertaining character also appreciated and accept the 

AR unique experience. Furthermore, they participant like the features of AR and felt 

involved with the advertisement also they liked the concept of the closeness to the real 

world, which therefore optimise the customer engagement with the brand and user 

perception in terms of the interaction with the real world. Exclusively, the 
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characteristics of AR has the exciting experience. For this exciting features and 

experience it create a significant impact on the overall customer engagement. In terms 

of affective customer engagement, AR advertising has the positive influence on them 

because this result of the research shows people getting more interested, enthusiastic 

and wanted the enjoyment from the new form of the advertising media rather than 

traditional. Similarly, cognitive engagement has the same result and result shown the 

significant impact of AR advertising on the cognitive engagements as respondents 

watched the AR advertising attentively, shown the interest to spend their valuable time 

to experience it if they have chance in future also felt high level of involvement during 

when they watching the AR advertisement. On the other hand, the study also shown 

the significant impact of the AR advertising on the behavioural engagement since 

respondent shown the interest to learn and know about the brand and product also 

moderate number of respondent agreed with the statement that they would like to 

share about AR advertisement to their friends and family. 

 Some study shown that user experience consider as the interaction process between 

the audience and the world which is in human mind also generated through new 

interaction and this process is also called as intangible process. similarly, user 

experience is the entire impression that a product or brand create on audience not 

only the snapshot of current usage but also consider as judgment of the users starts 

before using  touching and feeling the services. Based on that AR advertisement 

created the impression on respondent and it shown the significant influence on the 

overall user experience. In terms of the pragmatic quality of the user experience it 

created bit less impact but not least rather than hedonic quality. However, the result 

was still significant because the context of the given AR advertisement of those certain 

brand were clear not confusing, efficient enough to get additional information, ad was 

understandable and moreover met their expectation according to respondent. The 

result has also state that there is also significant impact of the AR advertising on the 

hedonic quality and the survey result was impressive. The reason of mentioning 

impressive is, respondent has strongly agreed with the all statements related to 

hedonic quality because they found the brand create fun excitement on their product 

through. The advertisement also it created the value of the product and they would 

like to see those kind of advertisement from the brand again and again and it was not 

dull at all but creative, which represent the novelty and attractiveness. The ABC model 
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of the customer engagement highlights the relationship between the feeling knowing 

and act of actions about the product and services. On the other hand, the Elaborate 

of the likelihood model (ELM) that the level of elaboration to receive the emotional 

appeal and influence more by the contents. It is already mentioned that, ABC model 

of attitudes is an appropriate in terms of the AR advertising to measure the variables. 

Moreover, the result of the study shown the significant relation between overall 

customer attitude and customer engagement. 

In terms of the cognitive components, the result of this study has shown that customer 

attitude has the positive relationship between the customer engagements through the 

AR advertisement because the respondents belief that AR advertisements providing 

the additional information, they belief they will be benefited by the product also most 

of the respondent belief that they will think twice to switch from current brands, which 

over all consider that respondent had a high involvements with the brand trough AR 

advertisement. On the other hand, similar results shown on the affective components 

because most of the people felt engaged, got positive feeling and motivated as an 

action of it they shown the high intension to make pre purchase decision that means 

there was relation with behavioural as well. Eventually, in this research it is statistically 

proven that there is a significant relation between attitude and engagement through 

the AR ads. 

This study found that customer attitude has impact of advertising driven by highest 

user experience. It based on the utilitarian function and knowledge function which is 

almost related to the pragmatic and hedonic quality of the user experience because, 

they based on pain/pleasure, expectation, attractiveness etc. Based on the result of 

this research, respondent wanted to experience more AR advert from the company, 

they belief it is a fast and efficient way to get information, they thought it is a valuable 

way to represent product also it drawn attention by attractiveness.  

Eventually, this research conduct with the null hypothesis testing. Researcher aimed 

to check if there is no significant impact of AR advertising on the customer engagement 

and user experience also customer attitude driven by the customer attitude and 

engagement. However, all the hypothesis got rejected. Based on the result it is clear 

that there is significant relation and impact between the variables. 
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6.1 Recommendation and Limitation: 

6.1.1 Managerial Implication: 
The current research has various managerial implication whether company should 

invest on AR advertising or not. From this research, researcher found that AR 

advertisement has significant influence on optimising customer engagement, 

enhancing user experience and changing customer attitude. Similarly, the study has 

proven that AR can draw the customer attention also let customer think twice about 

before making any positive purchase decision. On the other hand, AR comparatively 

less expensive, effective and efficient as tool of the digital advertising. Moreover, this 

research has found that, people are diverting to the latest technological advertising 

rather than the traditional. In addition, AR has the ability to create fun and entertain 

audience. However, this AR advertisement has some disadvantage too. For example: 

it is still not available in many place. To enjoy AR related videos and advertisement it 

needs Smart devices and high speed of internet, and some people found it as complex 

version of the advertisement. 

Apart from few disadvantage, the researcher of this AR advertisement research would 

recommend markets to invest on AR ads for future. The main reason of this suggestion 

is novelty. People watching videos and ads again and again if they found interesting, 

funny as a part of entertainment. Thus, AR are fully able to create novelty, minor 

disadvantage can easily erase by implementing for features in it. 

 

6.2 Limitation of this research:     
There are few limitation of this research. First of all, this research used the small 

population for doing the survey. With the sample population it is very difficult to draw 

recommendation. The fact of the matter is, this research only used the only 
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quantitative approach because the time was short. In the future this study should 

carried out with both qualitative and quantitative research. Eventually, this research 

has shown only two videos of AR to the audience and it is very difficult for audience to 

judge the AR advert by watching two companies advert.  
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Appendix  
 

Appendix A 

Personal reflection on dissertation: 
 

1.0 introduction: 

In terms of the new level of the potential, development consider as the breakthrough 

(Hodgson, 1984, p. 18). Therefore, the occurrence of the development depends on 

both external challenges and internal willingness in order to achieve new level of skill 

and knowledge. Subsequently, last few months I was encouraged to increase personal 

development and knowledge by my thesis. Therefore, the following chapter will 

discuss about the different learning style which is related to the researcher’s learning 

process. 

  1.2 Learning styles: 

In terms of the learning, there are many style of learning exist. D. Kolb’s learning style 

and Honey and Mumford’s learning style is consider to be most popular one. According 

to the Kolb’s (1974), “learning style consider as the process whereby it creates the 

knowledge through the transformation of the experience.” The learning style of D. 

Given below. 
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Figure 1: Kolb’s learning cycle (businessball.com) 

Kolb (1974), also mentioned that in order to make learning process effective leaner 

needs to pass through all four steps and as a basis of the reflection and observation 

the concrete experience viewed. According to the Kolb’s (1974) learning cycle the first, 

learners, in the practical applications of the ideas those who had the maximum 

strength called as “convergers”.  Convergers have the approach which is data oriented 

evaluation and thinking and rationale. In contrast, ‘divergers’ have the associative and 

imaginative character to demonstrate a culture interest broadly. ‘Assimilator’ consider 

as the third type, their imaginative ability consider as greatest strength. Fourth type 

consider as ‘accommodator’ they prefer being an active part of experience also doing 

things.   

Honey and Mumford (1994) developed the best possible learning style based on the 

Kolb’s theory those are reflector, activist, pragmatist and theorist.  

2.0 Own reflection on dissertation: 

 Based on the given theory of Kolb’s learning style, as a researcher I would like to 

classify myself as a Converger because my strength is conceptualization and thinking. 

Therefore, in terms of the finding solution it is easy for me. Since I selected my 

research topic (AR advertising...) it was not only that I have just interest but also to 

find the future search area and close connection of finding. According to the Honey 

and Mumford (1994), my learning style is theorist because I like to build the conceptual 
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framework and love to work with statistical data, synthesis and applying theories. 

Before start doing my dissertation I built the conceptual framework of AR advertising 

and on the basis of that I have start writing the literature review, did the compare and 

contrast, debate, argument and critical analyse to choose the best model from the 

many research of the researchers. During the literature review part I was synthesising 

the research hypothesis to verify the relationship between the variables. According to 

the Kolb’s learning style during the methodology part I was converger because how to 

formulate the methodology to collect data and data analysis method also over all 

approach. Again in the analysis part it was reflecting that my learning style as theorist 

according to Honey and Mumford learning style (1994) because I use interested to 

know about the statistical data analysis, interpreted the data in right format also 

interested to learn the formulation of the discussion, which is based on the statistical 

with reflection of literature review. In the final part of the dissertation, I learnt how to 

summarise the whole discussion and give my own opinion that is kind of represent my 

own strength. As I am a convergers according to the Kolb (1974), in the 

recommendation part I was discussing about the future research area and sharing the 

opinion to give a best solution to the marketers as   

Eventually, it is very important to know about the researcher learning style. Over all 

during my dissertation period, I learnt how use the source of data, gather information, 

analyse the data, discussion, how to write conclusion and recommendation. 
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Appendix B 
 

                                                                                                                                                    

LD475: ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (REFLECTIVE 

STATEMENT) 
 

A review of the learning process and outcome: 

 

During the semester, participation play an important role to enable and helps student 

to learn from the lecturer, university or from class mates. It also helps student to enjoy 

their course work and help them to remember which they are learning. Student coming 

to university to learn and receive the academic information which helps them to give 

a breakthrough for their career. In terms of the learning process, lecturer playing a 

difficult role to encourage and engage the students into the learning process, which is 

challenging as well (Park, 2003). 

In terms of the gaining self-confidence, learning teamwork, managing time and 

improve the communication skill Northumbria University helps me immensely. During 

the first semester, I was planning to start career in the multinational company after 

achieving my master’s degree, especially in the operation department. In the 

beginning of the course I did not realise that, I will have an opportunity to work with 

the multi-cultural team and I have to effectively communicate with my team members, 

especially during the business game (LD474). During the business game period my 
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head was full of ideas and could not find the right way to communicate with the team 

members. From my team I knew only one person, rest we did not know each other 

which is very time consuming start knowing each other. Moreover, I was nervous 

during the game and concern about my contribution to get a good score from the 

game. For the globalisation, groups now becoming more multicultural and diverse 

(Haas and Nuuesch, 2012). According to the Belbin (2010) team role, I am a specialist, 

team worker and complete finisher. Consequently, my major weakness found out as I 

have nervousness, stress and lack of drive (Belbin, 2010). However, till the end of my 

university life I took lead to go ahead as I am self-confident and know how to utilise 

my resources to get a good outcome from the study by examining all options (Belbin, 

2010). According to the Goleman (1998), emotional intelligence questionnaire, it 

shows I can able to comprehend my self-emotion, which was reflecting every group of 

mine during the semester. More precisely, two of my group member they were very 

quiet and never wanted to discuss about the business game matters and it was kind 

of no contribution. For that reason my other group member got upset, which lead to 

conflict. In that moment I took initiative and arranged an immediate meeting and made 

a rule that if anyone wants to stay in this group, they all needs to participate otherwise 

we will raise this issue to our teacher for mark deduction for them. After that meeting I 

was surprised, because I saw changes and they tried to participate at least and that 

makes us happy. Once Goleman (1998) said self-development helps to create self-

awareness. To create the self-awareness during my business game and residential 

weekend I was continuously looking for the feedback. I was expecting every time that 

I should have negative feedback so that I can recover myself and improve and get 

ready for my profession. This feedback helps me to open my Johari window (Handy, 

1999).  By utilising more learning style, could learning better from my master’s. 

However, learning is a continuous process. After performed as successful team leader 

I got chance to be a group leader for LD4000 and LD4003 module. 

Goal 1:  LD472, LD473 and LD475  

As my previous academic background is general business management. So that, my 

plan was to do master’s in a specific field such as marketing management. At the 

beginning, I thought master in Northumbria university may be the theoretical base just 

normal I had in my under graduation. However, I found completely different during the 
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semester because I learnt and had develop some skill now I can utilise that in real 

world case. Especially, this degree saying it is all about market but I learnt about bit of 

human resource management, financial management, operational management and 

bit of project management as well. Basically, the skill I built up in Microsoft Excel, SAS 

enterprise and SPSS that I would never forget and can utilise in future.  

Goal 2: LD472, LD473 and LD475 

During my semester I have learnt a lot from this course which can help me for 

professional development. After I got admission in this university I was nervous and 

got cultural shook because most of the student of my university are from different 

country. I was confused to deal with this situation. Later on, I changed my mind and 

got more involved in talking, discussion and be friendly with everyone. I found by 

discussing with the people can solve a lot of problems. I learn how to deal and manage 

the diverse group and how to do teamwork with diverse group. I believe this skill will 

help me to work with the multi-cultural group in my work place and will enhance my 

development skill, emotional intelligence and ethical awareness. 

 

Goal 3:   LD472, LD473, LD 474 LD475 LD422 and other module 

From this above course I found out that I have a leadership skill and I can use it in my 

career. As I discussed before that I have lead the team in the several course work. 

Especially, residential weekend and business game helped me to find out my actual 

behaviour and role.  

Goal 4: LD472, LD473, LD 474 LD475 LD422 and other module 

During the second semester, LD400 and LD4003 finally on my dissertation LD422 I 

have learnt about the many business theories which is really surprising. I believe this 

those theory can help me for career development and decision making process.  

Goal 5: LD472, LD473, LD 474 LD475 LD422 and other module 

In terms of the research capability and skill, I would say I learnt a lot from my course 

and especially from the dissertation. My supervisor enable me and help me 

understand about research skills and capability. During my dissertation period I built 

the up the skill about article reading, statistical analysis, gathering idea and synthesis.  
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2.0 A critique of process and product: 

During my second semester, I got really bad mark on LD4000. I was not happy with 

my result at all. I was looking for the reason why it was collapsed. I might be stressed 

out or unable for critical thinking. It happened for both group assignment and open 

book exam. The only subject in my Northumbria life which is not forgettable for result. 

It might be happened for the lack of concentration or I couldn’t communicated with 

teacher properly I terms of getting feedback and guideline. Nevertheless, I recovered 

myself in other course on same semester apart from that I got really good mark. For 

that reason I still believe on feedback to get continues development. I will not the same 

mistake in future, because I had result and consequences. Eventually, effective 

learning style and practices could help me to get a good outcome from the study. 

 

3.0 Review of models used:  

During my course work I have learnt about the many models. Apart from those I used 

Belbin (2010) and Tuckman (1995) model to investigate my performance in group 

(bonebright, 2010). To analyze my strength and weakness I used Belbin (2010) model 

and I found myself as a complete finisher, team worker and specialist. I believe, this 

model of analysis will help me for self-development and career development as well. 

As student it is important to know about the personal weakness and strength. This 

both helps to identify potential opportunity and recovery are. This is the only reason I 

used Belbin model (2010). On the other hand, in terms of the Tuckman (1995), the 

reason is to using this model is to check the position in the group stage. It was very 

important know about the position to make such action to recovery and finish the task 

on time. All of those model helps me to identify the best possible strength and also the 

improving are for my future career. Moreover, all of this model helps me to sort out my 

character which is bit negative and prepared me as a candidate with good soft skill. 

4.0 conclusion: 

Eventually, I can say the total master’s program was really worthy for me. I did realize 

at the beginning that having both hard and soft skill is important for career. I realized 

when I went for internship on last summer (2017). Also realized that it is not only what 
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you know and utilize it but also my emotional intelligence skill, behavior, react, 

leadership, cultural awareness and ethics. For that reason my university prepared by 

well for academic and professional development.   
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Appendix-D 
 

 

Faculty of Business and Law 

Student Research Ethical Issues Form  

 

Student Name: Azharul Islam 

Programme of Study MSC in marketing management 

Title of Research Project: 

 

Impact of Augmented reality advertising on customer engagement, 
user experience and changing attitude toward brand.  
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Start Date of Research Project: 25.01.2018 

Supervisor Dr. Sumesh Dadwal  

 

 Comments 

Brief description of the proposed 
research methods including (if 
relevant) how human participants will 
be selected and involved.  

 

Yes, human participant will be involved for this proposed 
research. It is a quantitative research. It is going to be online 
survey based research. To measure each dimension survey will 
approach to the target population. It is going to be 
agree/disagree, like/dislike and reciter scale 1-10 questionnaire 
and collect the opinion about the AR advert for example 
Favourable/no favourable etc. types questionnaire therefore it will 
not more than 5 minutes.      

How will informed consent of research 
participants be acquired? 

 
(If appropriate attach draft informed 
consent form) 
 

For this research Northumbria BOS instrument/tools going to use 
for this research.  

Will the research involve an 
organization(s)?  

 

(If appropriate attach draft 
organisational consent form) 

There is no involvement of organisation(s).  

How will research data be collected, 
securely stored and anonymity 
protected (where this is required) 

Quantitative Data will be collected through online based survey 
questionnaire which is related to the topic as a part primary data. 
Preferably Using BOS tools from Northumbria university.  

Data will be stored to the personal computer and laptop until the 
submission. Also separately store in Microsoft word, excel, SPSS 
analysis the data which is completed personally registered.  

How will data be destroyed after the 
end of the project? (Where data is not 
to be destroyed please give reasons) 

Data will be deleted from the all sources of memory after 
submission.  

Any other ethical issues anticipated? NO 

 
 
Student Signature (indicating that the research will be conducted in conformity with the above and agreeing 
that any significant change in the research project will be notified and a further “Project Amendment’ Form 
submitted). 
 
 

Date: 6/4/2018         Student Signature: Azharul Islam… ………………………. 
  

 
 
 

Independent Reviewer:  

 

I confirm that I have read this form and I believe the proposed research will not breach University policies. 

 

 

Date: 06/04/2018……………………………… Signature:…… ………………. 
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Please Note: 
 
The appropriate completion of this form is a critical component of the University Policy on 
Ethical Issues in Research and Consultancy. If further advice is required, please contact the 
Faculty Research Ethics Committee through bl.ethics.administrator@northumbria.ac.uk  in the 
first instance. 

 

Appendix E 
 

Questionnaire: 
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